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DITRODUCTION  . ' 
·.  ., 
After having studied the· first  report  by the ·Commission on the, "Possibilities 
and difficulties of ratification by'the'Member States of a  first list of 
Conventions  concluded by other international  orga.niz~tion.s"  (Doc.  SEC( 67 )4233 
final of b.November 1967), 'the·counci1'agreed,·on 29 February 1968,  tore-
... 
examine  the development  of the situation on the basis of a  second report by 
the  Commission.· 
The  Commission  carried out its task by ·making use of the Governments' 
replie~ to a  questionna;i.re  ~d  by seeking infonnation from the  ILO  and the 
Council  of Europe. 
The' conclusions of' this research. were presented in Commission  document 
SEC(72)2147  final of 2.1  June  1972,  which  was  sent to the  Qouncil and the 
European Parliame!).t. Whereas  the Parliament  examined the question in a  report 
drawn up  for the  Committee  on  Social Affairs and Pub1ic 'Health by.Mr Petre 
(Doc~ No  28.972  o"f  26 February 1973)  and expressed an opinion during its meeting 
of 4 April 1973,  the rlorking Party on Social Questions requested that the 
Commission document  be·  bl'O"Q.ght  up-to'-d.a.te  by al'ao· taking into account  the 
enlargement of the  Community. 
p.  third report,  whose  conclusions. are given in the following pages,  has· 
therefore beeri prepared and reflects the situation as at  ,01 ......  12·o 1974.· 
·  The:repol~ is concerned with all the international instruments which 
were  used in the preparation of the  firs~ and  seqond reports,  including 
Convention No  ~18 concerning the equality of  t~atment 9f.nationals and  non~ 
..  .•  .  .  \  ~  •  .  •  ~  .  •  •  .•.  •  .  .  ·.  i 
nationals in respect  of social security,  Conven·ti.~n No  121  concerning benefits 
in the  c~~~ of ·~m~lo~nt .injury and the El:'-ropean  Code  of SociS:1  ~ecuri  ty and 
its Protocol. These  thre~ j,nstrument.s  ':~'ere  the.  subject  of.  the first repo:rt, 
'  .  .  .·  ',  .  .  . 
but not  of the second. The  instruments considered are,  therefore,: the following: 2  - V/1110/)4-E 
•.  '  I 
,,  International  Labour Opfzatioii.·" 
Convention No  103 
Convention No  111 
Convention No  PT 
Convention No  118 
Convention No  119 
Convention No  120 
convention No  121 
Convention No  122 
.i. 
Coimci 1  of Eur2 
concerning ~ternity protection 
c'oncerni~g discrlm±nation in respect  of employment 
and·  occupation 
co?cer.ning aims  and basic standaras for social p6licy 
concerning the  ~quality of. treatment  of natiol'!.als 
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·.·.  .  \  ~ .  ~..  .. . 
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I.,. Conven;_tions  of ·the International Labour Organization  G: 
CONVENTION  No  103  •  !/fATERNITY  PROTECTION 
1. General consideratimis 
This. Convention. was  adopted by  the 35th International Labour  Conference 
. held in 1952 and came  into force  on 7  september 1955· 
Among:  the Member  Countries of the  Community it was  ratified. by only 
Luxembourg and Italy, the  dates of lodging of the instruments of ratification 
being 10 December  1969 and 5  l~y 1971  respectively. 
2. Contents of the  Convention 
The  Convention consists of a  revision of Convention No  3 ·adopted by the 
1919 Conference at its first meeting. The  text of the new  instrument repeats 
the provisions of Convention No  3  enlarging its field of application,  however,  . .  .  . 
and more  clearly defining a  number of principles and being somewhat  more 
flexible. 
The  Convention applies to all women  employed in ipdustry an~ to non 
industrial. and agri_oultural wo.rk  including worlc  at· home.  Exceptions are 
authorized. for family firms  and there are a  num"Qer  of derogations for certain 
categories of _non-industrial  and agrioul  tural l-Torke 
The  instrument  lays down  12 1'1'eeks  maternity leave  of Tt1hich,six at least 
must  compulsorily be taken after delivery. It also provides for ext.ension of 
leave when  then birth occurs after the forecast date  arid  in case  of illness 
caused by pregnancy or delivery. 
The  Convention also prqvides for cash and medical benefits provided by 
a  system of compulsory insurance or by levy on public funds. It lays do\\rn  that 
under no  ciraumstances shall the employer be held personally responsible for 
the cost  of the benefits. 
..  •4.'  ~.'/}  ... ,  •  .  ..  ; ..  ~  .•  · ~· 
•.:. 
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~lhen ·the benefits in cash provided under a compulsory insu.ranqe .scheme  are 
assessed on previous earnings 'they must not  be 1ess .than  tw~t};lirds of those 
earnings.  Time  off for breast-feeding is provided for,  the dUl'ation. of which 
must  be  establ~shed by national legislation. 
.  .  . . .  . 
. Finally,. the· Convonti_on  forbid~ the dismissal of female  employees  ·  .. for 
any reason whatspever fo:r:  the durition of their matcrhi  ty 'leave or on  any date·  .  .  .  ~ 
~"' '  . 
whl:oh  would  ma;ke  notice of dismissal eXpire during tlia.t  leave •.  · 
BELGIUM 
The  Belgian Government  has  stated· that it is not  in a  po'sition to 
.propOse to ratify tpe  Convention.because of a  remaini_ng difference  b~tween. · 
Belgi.ari  l~w ~d  ,the  standards laid down  in the  Convention,  on  two .p6ii1ts:  . 
(l) Article 4(6)  of· the  Convention lays down  that the  cash. benefits  .. proVided 
under a  compulsory s<;>cial  insurance  scheme  should not beless'than two-
thirds of preVious earnings  •.  But Belgian  ·l~w grants a  daii_y allowance  of 
· ·  ''6o%.:·of  the  salary,  the di(f'erence  Mtween loo% be.ing pro-0-·ded  by  .th~ · · 
·.  '>  .. ·,.  i·'emp1oyer:f6r. 30 'days  fe>r  female>?mi:>loyees  and for seven days for female· 
( 2)  The  right  laid dotm in Article 5 .  of the  Convention is not  recorded  ~n 
Belgian lalJ•  The  latter does not  grant the  right to one  or more  ·bre'ast;.:_ ·. 
,':fee.ding breaks.  The  royal Decree  of -24. Octo~e;;. 1967,  No 40 ,{Belgian 
·  · ·.  Moni~;~ o:t  2~  .. octooe·r i967)  on ·:te~le iaoour, ·wfiich modifie1:1  pre~io~s>. 
'  l~glslatio~,  c~'ntainpd ~0  ·,~ch ··provision,  the  GO.ve.l'rlnlent  ~ .·afte~ :C~nsulting 
.,_, __  ~lie'. Nati6l1a1. W:boul? · c61mcii,  haVing  'c~nside·red that  ~aha.·  :P~~vi~i,c)n wbuld 
.  :.be  very. difficult t9 apply considering the ·existing practic~ i'n  .th~, country• 
In:  ~rd~r' -t'o  ~nable.  wom~n to· exerbise.this right'would  requi:r~ :·ii.rm~\o have 
avai'ia'ble' adequate  premises  whid~ met  ce·rtain  criteri~'~aS:·~~lxi~ hyg.i.e~et 
nurseries,, otc. It would be difficult to impose  such requirements  on  small 
,..  ~  •  •  .  • ,.'_;I  •  '  •.  .  ..  ; ..  ·.' - 5  V/lll0/74-E 
and  medium~sized firms..  On  the other hand,  the extension of maternity 
leave will enable those mothers who  so wish· to breast-feed their babies 
under better ~onditions. 
GEm  wrY 
As  is emphasized in the. second report  of the  Commission  (SEC  (72)2147 
final),  ·a.l though the. Federal Republic of Qei-many' s  legislation corresponds 
"eVE)n  mere  closely with the'  provision~. of Convention N:o  3<)3"  ancl  goes  "pfi\:rtly 
further"  than those provisions,  although not totally corresponding with them, 
Germany states once  more  that the ratification of the  Convention  is not 
possible at the  moment. 
FRANCE 
The  French Government  had considered that ratification of.the Convention 
was  impossible because of the fact that French law laid down  thet the 
compensation for each day's rest was  equal to half a  da.y's basic pay whereas 
the  Con-vention  provides for it to ·correspond to ·two  thirds. However  by Decree 
No  70-1315 of 23 ·December  1970  ( Or.tJ ia  of the F.R. o·r'  1  ia:n,u;;.'.;zy.  197;1.) 9  the amount 
~  .  .  . . 
of the compensation for·e'a.ch day's rest has been raised to ·901a  of a  day's basic 
pay,  under the general· TiJ.les,  as from.  1  Januar;r 1971,  a  decision which has  removed 
the  obsta9le· in question. 
Con~ltations are st,.ll.-!)roceeding between the different  Government 
departments  affe.ct~d by the. ratification of· this convention.· In the past one 
of ·the obstacles to ratification of this Convention was  t·hat  the Zielctewet  .  .  ·'·  '  .  .  .  .  . 
(the  law.  on health insum.nce) laid down·a.  salary ceiling for insurance 
benefit. But,  E!ince. the  law  i~ question has been amended  by removal of· the 
ceiii~g,:  this- obj~c1;ion no -longer exist.s. ·Otherwise,  the :butch  Go~~t' 
, .  .  .  - . .  .  .  .  . 
h~s not  modified its position as.l;'egards the ·convention in question. 
~  .  .  .  .  . 
.•. o•/••• 
:·.f. 
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··~·  ',  . 
The  Dutch Government  considers that its national  le:gi~lation is generally 
.. ;J.:n  accord~ce  ·with the  Conv'ention'·s' · standard,s.,. but  an  impediment  to ratification 
.~  •  •  '  '  •  •  '  '  •  •  'r  ~ 
of the  Convention is ·the fact. that · in .  accordance :with· ,Artic,le  1638  (y) .C!f .. : 
.  y  .  ' 
·Common  Law  certain benefits. ·given for :pregnancy and  chtld· birth 'to women.··  ; 
' workers who  li~ under the  same  ~~of as t!;te  employe,r,  /;l.re  ~hargeab_l~. io  the 
fatter. It is crU.estionable,  furthermore~· whether .certai!l, pf t:b.e  Qonvention' s 
provisiops ·deriy · addi  tiona!. ·protection for the  inte.~sted pa,r~ie~_. in  th~. form 
o{ the·· employers  ~ ~spoilsibili  t.y.  Although· the  Dutcl1  consider.. tha;t __ tpe.: 99nditi  oris 
obtaining in this i-espect  in  the national legislation ·:rn  f()rce  as mo.re 
advan:,t_ageous  than thosa laid down in the .internati~mal Conven"tii.ol!:.•  th~  la~ter 
has not' been: ra-t:;ifi'ed  for the\ reasons. sta~ed  •.  · . 
GREAT  BRITAIN 
Th~ general. survey  qarr;i~p. .oq.t  ih .1965  by .the  ILO  Commi ~tee· o(  experts 
on the application of  conven~ions and to made  'recomm~ndatiOJ.1s thereon sh,owed 
that in Great Britain maternity leave .is fixed at four weeks  by the  1936>. 
~,  Pub~ic Health Act  and ;by  Arti~le 2.05  of  tP.~.·]1actories Act  (1961  ~j-~s~);·but 
~!le~ the. terms of le&:islation on .s.?cial  ~~cu:dty (the .1965: and 1971  ve~si,ons 
·. being·curr.ently applie9.),  'mate~it~,.bep.efits  .. ~'l.Y  be  granted for  i8.~eeks,  on 
•  •  •  '"  #  ••  •  • •  .',  •  - ,..  • 
c.ondition however,  that no  lucx:a;tive  .. e.mployment  is undertaken dur:lrig that. 
pe;iod.  (I~ternational Labour·.Conference,  49th·~~eti~g,  ~new, 196if,·  Repoh 
,•,{  I 
. by the  Committee  of experts,  Report 'rn, Part  IV,  paragraph 105,  last 
se~te~~e,. pote  at''·:~he  bottom. ·af'.·the  page).·. Accoi'iiing 'to'  ·the·  s'ame  .source, 
the~  'is n6  l~gisiat'i'on t~ p;otec't'' wortie~ against 'dismissal during. p~~ancy 
;  <  •  •  '  ,•  - •  ..  ~  "  '  •  •  .  '  •••• 
or  ~onfine~nt~ Th~ Uni tea Kingdom  Government  rei>ort  0~_ which 'thiS ·:sti!dy ,''is 
'  J...,··  ..• 
based states:  11 it is customary i;o  re-engage  women  workers if they so  :request; 
.•  '  •  '  •  I  / 
and ;:. il ~ .women  with 'families, are not usually inte:r.e.~t~d  .. ill. ,retur.tiing 'to. work11 
( i li:La i'. para·graph 2t3).:  ·,:  .  ~- . 
Great Britain has not  ratified this Convention· since it ·cmtsiders  thai; 
the provisions of th'e  social ·Securi-ty system in force in .the  Uiiited.,-Kingdom 
.... / ....  : ·-7 
are fully  ··a.a.aCp.iafe  to enable women  temporaz1:ly to leave their employment  d:umng. 
'  .  . 
the periods considered by the  Convention~ However,  in some  respects they 
differ from the provi."sions ·of the  Convention~ As  regards the adaptation .of 
sP,ecial legal texts;  required by  C~nvention No  103,.  forbidd~ng or restricting 
the employment  or the dismissal of female  workers before or after confinement 
the United Kin;gdom  considers. that it has adopted the optimum solution blt a 
more  flexible  combination:  the  lega~ obligations ~  those in force in trade 
and industry in respect of female  employees  ~nerally provide  at~endant 
advanced social secUrity services ru1d  highly elaborated measuxes·aimed,  in 
cases of ·mater.1ity,  a.t  providing the mother-tq-be with 'advice  on health and 
hygiene. 
Since English  law  and rights do not  conform to the provisions of 
Convention No .103  the Government  is. not considering ratifying the latter. 
·: ··: 
IRELAND 
The  Irish Government  considers that it ·cannot ratify· Conventio.n No  103 
because its existing legislation lacks the legal basd.s  required by that 
.  .  .  . 
Conventi.on as regards maternity leave· and time off for. breast-feeding.  ·J~oreover 
its level 9f matern~ty benefj,ts is lower than that  laid down  in the  Convention, 
·which is at  l~a:st  tv10  thirds: of the salary  •. 
The: Irish Govei'l1Ilient  states that there has  .. so far been ·n.o  demru1d  for 
such lelrtslation because  few  married  ~omeri go  out to worlc;_ Currently_ 6o%  ~f 
all married women  worlc  outside their homes  and make  up  9%  ~f total female 
"'  ..  . 
labour  •..  · 
,t,. 
However,  the Irish Qovernment  has  set up a  Comffiittee  on the status of  .,,:  , .. 
women  which :m·n  examine  the possibiii  ty. of ratification unQ.er  thE;l  studies.· 
of the whole  field of women's  rights  • 
...  -.·.  ·· .. ··.·-:;  ..  ~.;  .... ·  . 
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·•  DENMARK 
The  Convention has not ·be.en  ra:tif.ied by De:rirna,r.o: ·for :t{le  following reasons: 
(i)  as regards Article 3  of the  Convention;  l-ihich  lays dov.m  at· l~a§3t. six :vJeeks 
compulsory post-natal leave for all women  No;rkers,  Danish-la;w does not  meet 
.  · these  condi  tioi.1s  neither in their areas of apJ2licatiori nor for: the  periods 
to be  .coverec:l.  Th~ law in force  on  th~ general protection  ~f workers .in 
.  .  ' . .  . .  '  .  . 
indust,ry,  cotta·ge  industcy,  bUilding construction,  laboratories,  trans:rort 
and. commerce  lays  d~t-m,  at .Article 37  i~ ~  ~I_>ect  ~f .mterni  ty leave,  that 
no  female  worker· may  be  employed on "j;asks  speci'fiecl by ·larr during the four 
weeks'following confinement without  a  medicai certificate. stat:i.ng.th.at·she 
.  •  l  :  .  .  . '  J  ~ 
may  do  so without  injury to  he~ health or to  that~of her child; 
.. (ti). the  tl-r0  laws ·on the protection of, workers in commerce,.  service i!ldustries, 
agriculture, forestry and horticulturecqntain'no  provision~ fo.r maternity 
/ 
leave; · 
(iii)as  ·regards Article 4  of the  Conyention - benefits in cash ·and· medical-
'  benefits- the Danish· Government  considers :the  rules laid doim·.in.the 
law  on sickness or maternity. grants,  according to which,  from  1  Ap'ril  1973, 
a  mate'~ity_grarit  T!k'l.y  be_  given for four weeks,  are not  "incompatible with. 
the ·provisions"  of the  Conwntion; 
(iv  )'.as  fa~  'as Article 6 of the  Convention is concerned,  the. Danish Government 
indicates that the  legislation in force  contains no  restriction concerning 
notice of dismissal during pregnancy. 
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CONVENTION  No  111  ---------
DISCRIHINATION  IN  RESPECT  OF  Eri!PLOYr.lENT  AND  OCCUPATION 
1. General  considerations 
This  Convention.  was  adopte.d at .the  42nd International· ·I.B.bour  Conference 
in 1958  and  came  into  fo~e on 15  June l960. The  following :Members  of the' 
Commu."li ty ratified this Conyention:  Denmark .(date of lodging of the  instrument 
.  ~  .  . 
of ratification:  22  June  1960), ·  ~rma.ny ( 15  J®e 1961),  Italy ( 12  A~gust 1963), 
at the Netherlands  (15  March  1973). 
2.  Contents of.the Convention 
The  Convention lays down  that any State having ratified the latter must 
formulate  and apply,  by legislative methods and appropriate practices,  a.  policy,.· 
aimed at promoting equa.li  ty of a.pportuni  ty and treatment  ~n .respect of 
employment  and  occupation in orde.r to  ~move any  discriminatio~ based on .rac.e, 
colour,  sex,  religion,  political views,  national ancestry or social. origin. 
'.  . 
It  ~s interesting to note that as  regards national ancestry,  t~e· 
'  Internatio~l Labour BUreau has  made  it clear in a  memorandum  dratrJ!!.  up at th.e 
request .of one of its Member  States, that this Convention  refers to the 
distinction made  between the'nationais of  a  State,  on the basis ·Of  their 
national ancestry but  does not  refer to the distinctions made  between the 
nationals:of the State and  foreign nationals. 
3. Situation in the  countries which have  not yet 'ratified the  Convention 
BELGIUrl 
The  Government  is·considering ratifying the  Convention in the near future. 
A Bill approving the  Convention has been  submi  t"Ced  to the Minister for Foreign 
Affairs and,  for opinion,  to the  Council  of State. The  tabling of this Bill 
...  ; ... 
~ '  . ,,  .· 
:· .. 
;•(.·· 
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before the  Legislative Assembly  ~eems ·to  h~~e been delayed by tha·· dissolut.:i:on 
of· the  latter and bY  the  subsequent  legislative electi.ons·.  ..  .... 
;  '  .. 
. :·.,: 
. ·'  . .  ..  ~.' .··• 
~i  •  . 
The  instrument  is' still being examined at' Governamental' lev.el,:.:There. 
are  however certain problems of a  legal order,  which the  Government  is very 
closely 13tudying,.·,In;French law and· regulations  th~re·are,··in 'effect. provisions 
which prescribe  certain time  la.gs before· entering: public office·, 'being called 
to the bar or holding a  ministerial position. The  question of whether these 
provisions are  of a  discriminatory nature or not has not  yet  been fully 
clarified. 
LUXEMBOURG 
The  Council  of State gave its Opinion in December  1970  on the Bills 
amending the  Common  Law  as  regards' the  legal status of married women,  voting 
.on which  ~ust take place before the  ratification of Convent:Lon  No  llio They 
have  been placed before the  Chamber of Deputies. 
GREAT  BRITAIN 
The  conservative  Government  published a  green  boo~ a~cording to which 
new  legislation ~as required in the  United Kingdom to  remove  sex discrimination 
in private employment• 
. Ratification of this Convention was,  however,  delayed because  of 
recruitment difficulties for certain positions in the Civil Service!'  However, 
ratification is confidently expected. 
IREIJI..ND 
Ireland has not  ratified this Convention.  The  Irish Government  states 
that the  "on:y obstacle" to ratification is that its position in respect to 
female  labour does not exactly coincide with the provisions of the  Convention. 
However,  the Irish Government  states that it is prepared to re-examine its 
'· 
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position .in the light of the  recommendations of the  Committee  on the  status 
of women. 
In this respect it should be noted that Ireland ratified the European 
Social  Charter and accepted the obligations arising from Article 1,  paragraph' 2, 
which in,.clu,de  "the· removal of a:ny .discrimination in employment.  In its 
conclusions III on the·  implemen~ation of the. Charter.  the  Committee  of 
:Independent  Expert,s  on  t.~e European Social Charter ~ook no~e in 1973  that 
., -:the·  Committee  on  the -sta:tus  o£:  women  made  recommendations to th,e  Irish 
Qovernment  o~ the position of women  in the Civil Service. 
·-
.·,·.  . ... ·. 
'  ,:  'I 
· .... 
'.: 
. ...  ; ... 
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CONVENTION  No  111 
AIMS  AND  BASIC  STANDARDS  FOR  SOCIAL  ?OLICY. 
1~ ae:r{eral  considerations 
This  Convention Has  adopted at the 46th meeting of the International 
- - ~  .  '  . 
Labour  Conf~rence in 1962  and  came  into force  on 23  April  1~64•  ..  · 
.  Am~mg the. Coffimuuity  Co'untries,- Ireland.  alori~  ~atified thi~ Conventi.on ·_ 
(date· of lodging of -the  instrument· of ratification: -21  December  1966)_ • 
-?•  Contents of the  Convention 
This  Convention is the revision of Convention No  82  on social policy 
in the non:-metropolitan territories adopted by the 30th- Internationa~ La,bour 
Conference 'in 1947..  ' 
As  was  made  clear in its preamble'. it  -was  adopted mainly to Emable: its 
-.. 
continued application end ratification by the  indepencemt  States~ 
The  Conventions  lays down  a  list of principles aimed at promoting social  , 
.J 
progt;ef:?S•_These·principle~ are primaril,y concerJ.:}.ed  with: 
!,  ' 
.  . 
(i)  'The ·imp:royenient  of living standards by a  series of measures  cons:lsting 
in the careful study- of the  causes .and effects of t'he  population 
.  . 
movements. ili, ·the national terri  tocyt s. intetior .and. in the increase in 
agricultural  production'capacity.~y ~-better use  of_the  ci.tltive3,ble  land; 
·.  -: .. 
.  '  (ii)  <  -·· 
~ 
'.  •.  '  '  ' 
(iii) the fixing of. workers wages  ei  th ·by .collective··agreetnents negotiated 
'  .  ~  ..  '.  . .  :  '  .. 
b.etween the trade unions  representing the workers. concerned  an~ the' . 
·employers or organizations of employers,  or by  determinin~ m~:r:irnum 
.  :  ~ 
'. 
'\  •.  .',  ·,·  __ •.  ·•  f  -:. 
'·.:::  ·"•t-'"  : ."·;  .  :, ... :-
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(iv)  non-discrimination; .  ,. :.  I 
(v)  education and vocational training• 
3• Situation in the countries which have  not yet  ratified the  Convention 
BELGIUI.II 
Although the Government  had already stated that the examination df' the 
eqUivalence between the provisions of its national  l~gislation.and that of 
the  Conventiol;l was  almost  completed,  this examination had beer..  suspendet; 
f  •  •• 
especially as the ratification of the  Convention held little interest for 
BelgiUIJl• 
GERMANY 
The  Ge.rman  Government  is of the opinion that,  because. of its specifi,c 
nature,  this Convention is not  suitable for ratification by the Member  States 
of the  Community. 
FRANCE 
The  French Government t s  position has  not  changed  since the. last  ·-report 
.  .  . 
·which showed that the_.ratification of this Convention  ,  whiohis aimed 
primarily :at .the non-metropolitan territories, is deemed  to _9e  of little 
interest for France because the _Fren~h Overseas Departments and Territories 
have  ba~i.c  standard~ for social policy,  which are either identical.with those 
of the metropolis or very close  to the latter. France having ratified Convention 
1  '  .. ·....  .  ·.  . .  .  .  . 
No  82  ,  the French GoVernment  considers this Convention devoid of all interest; 
'  .  . 
because,  in its·view, there is.  no· discrimination in France. 
UJXEMBOURG.  . :. 
Ratification is not  contemplated,  for this Convention .has no direct 
I 
interest for social policy in  Luxe~bourg.  .  ..  ; ... 
1 conventi~n concerning social policy is non-metropolitan territories. 
...  .  .•  ·.  -~ • 
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··,: 
NETHERLANDS 
.~-. 
The  ratification of this  ins'trU.mEint  :cla~s~~s with the Dutch. situation 
in so  far as .expropriation of agricu1turai'land i~.'concElrned,  which runs 
counter to the  provisions of the  Convention.  To  mike  it possible 'for 'the· 
latter to be  ratified would  require- bringing back. into f'o'rce' a law. w:hich '-hcts  .  . 
been .abr.ogated· since  l  J~muary 1963.  lt~oreov~r there is. no pr:Qvision.ip Dutch 
. 1?-W·  for a  maximum  ad~ce.  of  ~~lary, nor are there  rules em  the  method. :_of 
reimbursing the  latt~r:;  as. are laid·  d,own  in the, {)onvention.  ;; 
GREAT  BRITAIN 
Great Britain,  considering that this Convention is expres.s·:j:y.·proy.ided ·  .. 
for the newly  independ~nt States,  reaffirmed on  24. November  197.2, the  p<;>iht  of 
.  '.  )'  .  .  .  ..·  . 
-view  whi9h,~  t  eJ:pres'sed  i~ the .l962  White  Paper,_ which is that  sine~ .t.he  '· 
Convention is not destined to be applied in the developed  ~ountries or to the· 
.  '  ,  '·  I  •··  ,  ,  .  '.-.''· 
non-metropolitan territories,  the question of its ratification does not  arise 
for the:. United. Kingd?m•  .·  ··  · · 
·  ... 
IRELAND 
. The  ra:t;i.fication of thif!  Conyeption is nqt- being, co11.si.dered  by  Irel~, 
since .it on,ly d,eala: with ·e!lstw}l~le col,onial t.errito:r:ies. 
DEN1liARK  ·· 
This  Convention  has not  been rat'ified -ey;_  Denmark,  for the  Government 
consi'ders that  th~:  provi~ioit~ ori  salari,es,.  'e~c;, ·_are' _incoriipa~ible ''ivi th'.'the  ~-
principles for fixing wages  and  salaries in force  in the  c~:nm;try,  , 
~~ . 
.  ·:~: 
.  '  ~ ... 
•'  ... 
.  .  ~  . 
)  .·. 
.i·  '•., 
. ·.  ~  ,. 
1.•  .... 
.:,: ..  ."' 
,·; .  ... ~· 
:.: 
'_.,··.;. 
:: 
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CONVENTION  No  ll,8 
£&UALITY  OF  TREATMENT  OF  NATIONALS  AND-NON  NATIONALS 
tli: RESPECT  OF  SOCIAL  SECURITY 
1. General considerations · 
.·• 
This  Convention was  adopted at·.the 46th International Labour Conference 
held. in 1963  and  came  into force  on  25  April  1954  •  .Among.  the Member  Countries 
~  .  . 
of the  Community  i~  ~as ratified.by:  The  Netherl~ds (date  of lodging of the 
inst'rumer1;t  of ratification:  3 July 1964),  Ireland  ( 26  November 1994),  Italy 
(5  May  1967),  Denmarlc  (17  June  1969),  Germany  (19 r·Tarch  1971)  and France 
( 13 .  May  197 4}  •· 
It should be  made  clear that only·the Netherlands and Italy fully 
ratified; the Convention,  .where~s the  other countries dec1ined to accept. one 
provision or another of this Convention as is shown  below: 
(i)  .Ireland:·branch c  (maternity benefits),  d  (disability benefits),  e  (old 
age benefits),  f  (Widows  and orphans benefits) and  g  (benefits for 
accidents at work and occupational .deseases); 
· (ii)  Denmark:  bTanoh  c  (maternity_ benefi~s), d  (disability benefits),. e  (old 
. age; :b~nef:Lts),  f  ·(,·d.dows.  and  ~rphan~ be~efits) and  i  (family benefits); 
(iii) Germany:  branch d  (disability benefits),. e  (old age benefits), 
f  (widows  and orphans benefits),  and  i  (family benefits);  : 
(iv)  ...  France:  branch e  (old age  benefits),  and h  (unemployment  be~efit~). 
2e  Content  of the  Convention  i. 
The  Convention guarantees not  only equality of. treatment  of nationals 
.  . 
aild non·-nationals but the  payment  of benefi:ts abroad and the maintenance  of 
rights which are in process of acquisition. As  regards "!;his  last aspect,  the 
Convention is restricted to the affirmation of the principle,  making it 
incumbent .on  the States which have  ratified the  Convention to regulate the  - application by means  of bilateral or multilateral agreements or by any other 
appropria"l;e  arrangements  (Art• 1,  8  and 9). 
. •...  ./, ... 
.•  !  '  .  ,,  "J, 
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!:  ........ 
Tlie  con'vention.  is applicable to ali  th~, bmnches of" social· security, 
"  but may  be  ratified partially for· one  or more  branches (Art.  2) • 
·The  Convent.ion ensures equality of treatment  for· nationals  of- the 
:Member  States where  the  Convention is in force·,- :whet?er they are  re·sident. in. · 
these State:;3  or not,  even if  the  Convention f'las  not  b.€l~P  ra:ti;fi~d for the 
'  - ;  '  :  .  .  .,  .,.  .  .  . . 
sa;me ·~umber  -of branches or for_'the  s~me branc~es by the States in ~estion. 
If therefore  .~ims .to ensure equality of treatraent  b.etween  nat~onals of States  ...  .  '  '  '  .  ' 
whose  social security legislation has not .reached the  !3ame  stage of development 
'  '  I  '  .  •  ~.  : 
( tht?  cas~ of 'the  legislation of the :Member  States of the  European  Commuri~  ties 
and the Ass'ociated  St~t~s)  ~  As' a  ·ret~liat~n·y Iiie:~~ure  (or' as  a  means  of 
pressu~e)  ·~~ali  ty of treatment  may  be  w~ived ·for a  g:i..\"en  br~ch ;f. Soci~l  · . 
Sectiri  ty in ·respect of the nati'onals of a  ~~ember'  State~ which ·h~d' not< :  .. 
.  •  •  '  •  !  I 
ratified. the.  Convention for that branch although its legislation· included 
such a  bran~h (Article.s 3  ~nd 4)  ~  . · . ·  ;· 
. In. principle no distinction i!3  made  between benefits whether they are 
~:r:ant~d. under contributor; or hon.:.Contributory  ·scheme~·.  :H~weve~p equality of 
tre~t~en~ :~ith~ut a  res'idence  condl.tion- ·m~y  .·be :sub'ject ·to a  condition  ~iated 
t~ \lie. length o.f  resi.d.enc~ before the .recrUest .for non-contributory bEmefi.ts  .:  ·. 
(Art~ 4). 
,  'I 
Apart  from equality of  treat~ent, the.  Convention provides .for the._ , 
payment  abroad of benefits in cash  (disablement,  old age,  widotvs. and orphans.,  ..  :  :- .  :  . 
cieath grant -.accidents  a~  worl~ ~d occupational  d.i.sea3e~) (Art. 5)' cmd 
f~~ny t~h~rits_ (Art.  6)'  unde~ condition·~ to be  fixed by  ag~e~ent~· 
Finally,  the  Convention establishes the principle· of .totalling the 
insurance,  employment  or residence periods for acquiring,  maintainin.g ·ahd ·  .. :. 
recoverin~ the  rig~ts  ·and for  calculatin~ the  ben~fi  ts  .. , (Art. 7) ~ 
•;,  . .  : 
··  ..  : 
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3. Situation in the  Countries which have  ll,.Ot . .Yet  proceeded to ratification 
BELGIUM 
The  Belgian Government has  stated that under present  circumstances this 
Convention  cru.not  yet be ratified by Belgium. 
As  a  matter of fact,  although  certa~n disagreements between Belgian 
legislation and certain of the  qonvention's provisions have  bee~ settled,  the 
condi.tion ·of residence in Belgium for children to  be'  eligible for family 
allowance has been maintained.· 
However,  Article 6 of the  Conventio'n malces  clear that the  sending abroad 
of family allowa.pces  must  be ensured "within limits and under conditions to 
be  fixed 'Qy. common  agreement  between the interested parties"  •  However,  under 
either bilateral conventions or derogations granted by the Ninister to nationals 
ot specified countries,  family allowances are exportable within certain limit's 
ih the  relations with most  of the States supplying  labo~r. 
The  Belgian Government  fears that the total export of family allowances 
granted by derogation by ·the  competent Uinister to Belgiari nationals resident 
' 
in count  t-ies i>li th which conventions have  been concluded providing for reduced 
rates to be  eX!)Orted:  by those countries'  nati?nals; Will no  longer. be  possible 
until an agreement  has been  reached with the  Government  of that  country in 
applicat;ion of Article 6 of the  Convention• 
· · ·  ·  Moreover, .the Belgian Government  point's out that the  concept  of .e~li  ty 
of treatment··defined at Articles 5,  7 and 8 of the  Convent.;i.on  has.sti~l not 
yet been &fven an interpretation which  can be accepted .PY  BelgiUli!i• 
LUXEMBOURG 
The  ·p~ocedure.  for ratification has not yet  been started  ..  A study is 
under way  on the implications of Article 5  copcerning the tl"""c:nsfer  abroad of 
certain social security benefits. The  ~ext of Article 5,  in fact provides for 
.. 
·····t •••. 
•  f  '·  :-
(i '• 
., 
- .18  -
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the transfer of contributory and  non-con~~ibutory benefits,· but  Luxembourg 
\  .  '  , 
legislation: will only perrni  t  the transfer of the non-contributory portion 
and then only with governrnem,t  authority.· 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
·Although the British Government  agrees vli  th ·the principle of migrant 
'  . 
workers maintaining their rights it does· not  accept  t}?.e  p'i·inciple  of a 
multi-national· convention,  preferring on the contrary the  cono:lusion of 
bilateral Conventions  on the, question. 
\ 
.  i 
/ 
. .  ~ 
... ·- .. 
.  ~:  . ' .  ,  ... 
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CONVENTION  No  119 
THE  ·GUARDING  OF  MACHINERY 
1.  C~neral considerations 
This Convention was  adopted by the 47th International  Labour  Conference 
held'in 1963  and  came  into force  on  21  April 1965.  It was  ratified only by 
" 
Italy (date of lodging of ·the· instrument of ratification: 5  Hfay  1971)  among 
the Member  Countries oi  the  Community. 
'  ' 
2.  Contents of the  Convention  -
This  Convention stipulates that the sale,  hiring or disposal by any 
other  means  and the exposure of machines,  certain dangerous parts of which 
are  no~ provided with appropriate protective devicea,  must  be  forbidden by 
national legislation or prevented by equally effective measures. 
' 
The  dangerous  parts areprotrudingmoving parts or the transmission 
systems. This prohibition shall apply to those who  sell or hire the machines 
as well as to the manufacturers. 
On  'the  other hand,  as regards the use 9f the machines,  the  Convention 
extends the prohibition to the users,  in other uords to the area of operation 
cif  the  machines • 
. This prohibition applies in equal measure  to the employers and the 
worke~s. The  implementation of the provisions laid down  in the  said' Convention 
must  be verified by appropriate  inspection services  • 
.  ). Situation in the  countries which have  not yet  ~roceeded to ratification 
BENELUX 
The  question seems  to raise the  same  problems in these three  countries  which 
deliberatel~ intend  to coordinate the  ratification of·this Convention 
with that of the Benelux Convention which ·provides a  lll'liform  law  on  dangerous ...  20  - V/J.ll0/74-E  " 
' 
machines  and was  signed in I4arch  1970. However,  oonsid~rations of a  political 
nature  seem  recently to have  led the Benelux countries temporarily to  suspend 
the harmonization of thai!' legislation (Benelux  ~fi.nj_si..ers  for Foreign· Affairs' 
meeting iri Novemb9r  1973 )~ Hi  th this rese·rvation,  Convention N·o  119  could be 
ratified by  Luxembourg within approximately tc-1o·  years  • 
. Denmark  should ratify this Convention  in the  coming months. 
The  Gennan  Government  is examining the possibility O'f .s):lortly tra:asmi tting 
a  Bill to  th~  l~gislative·body. 
FRANCE 
The French Government  statef3 that ratification requires  ru:1  amendment  to 
the Employment  Code,  ;-1hich  will take place at the  time of an overall amendment,. 
It considers that the clifferences between Fr'Elnch  legislation and the provisions 
_,/ 
of the  Convention are purely ones of form,  and  thc..._t- in the present  state of 
the administrative  machinery~  the  regulations  conform to the spirit of the 
Convention. 
GREAT  BRITAIN 
The  British Government  has  stated its intention of amending,  on the 
basis of the  report  (Robens  report)  of the  Co:nmi ttee ·on Safety and Health at 
work  ( 1970-1972),  the exL;ting legisiation in order to .me.ke  possible the 
ratification of this Convention,.  However,  it l\'Ould ·seem  that the  G.overnnient 
has  recently nominated a  new  Corninittee  on Safety and Health at work and is 
considering merging and placing all the works  inspection services m1der the 
same ·administrative authority. This development would·t:herefore  delay the 
preparation and  the adoption of the  regulations enabling the  Convention ·i~ · 
question to be  ratifiedw  The  prospects of ratification in·due-course  remain 
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hopeful. 
IRELAND 
The  Irish Government  states that the existing legislation lays down 
for industry all the  required provisicms to protect the workers  from 
dangerous machines;  however,  as regards the other sectors of the economy, 
it provides for none  of the- exceptional measures of research and  ~rificatio,n 
envisaged by the.Convention. 
The  Irish Government  will examine  the possibility of ratification,only 
after completion of the  current  revision of the  legislation on the .safety, 
health and .well-being of vrorl::ers. 
. .  .  .  -"  ' .....  ~· 
I  ~ •  • 
'. 
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CONVg!'riOiiT.  No  _120 
HYGIENE  IN  C0~~-1ERCE .Airo·  OFFICES 
~-------·  ...  ··~·  ~ 
1 •.  Gen~~al considerations 
. This  Convention· was  adopted by the  InterM:tiorial  Labour· Conference at 
its 48th meeting in June  1964. It came  into force  on  29 lhrch  1~66~~ 
It was  ratified by:  the  Uni ted:...Kingdom  (date of lodging of the  instt:u±9el!t 
of ratific_ation:'2l April  l967L  Denmark  (17  June  1970),  Italy'(5 May  1971), 
France  ( 6  A;pri;I.  1972)_  and Germany  (5  December 1973) • 
.  ' 
2.  Content  of the  Convention 
The  provisions of this Convention require  legislation to apply certain 
general principles ih respect of health protection·and nygiene at work in 
coramercial  establishments and in the  establishments,  institutions or administrations 
where  the employees are carrying out  mainly office work.  The  principles are 
especia],.ly concerned !'lith general  sanitation;  lighting,  ventilation,  facilities 
for washing and sitting down,  protection against dangerous  substances,  against 
noise  and vibration,  e>.nd  with the installation of infirmaries at first aid 
posts  • 
. :Moreover,  by ratifying the  Convention,  the States undertake?  to the 
extent  that-national conditions-so allow and make  it 'desirable,  to g{ve. effect 
to the provisions of Recorninendation No  120 which accompanies the  Convention or 
to equivalent provisions. 
The·  appli'c~tion  ·of the ·standards -v1hich  give effect to the· Convention, 
and,  if need be,  to  -Ghe  Recomniend~ti'6n must  be  ensured by adequate  inspection 
services.· 
3 •  Situation in the  countries which have  not x_et .12_roo'eej.ed  to ratification 
BELGIUJ',I 
The  Ministry of Labour is currently drafting a.  Bill to ratify the 
Convention. 
.  .  ~.  .  .  .  ..  ; ... 
/ .  I 
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The  impediment  is the  fact that 'the general Regulation for protection 
of labour,  particularly Title II concerning hygiene at work as well as the 
safety and health of 1rrorkers  does not apply to family firms  (Art. 28)  a..'>ld, 
therefore1  does not  confo~ to the  Convention. 
The  Belgian Government  is considering ratifying t4e _ConVention  but 
specifically excluding family firms,  in accordance with the  procedure  laid 
dowri  at Article 2. 
LUXEMBOURG 
In the absence  of sufficiently precise information it must  be  assumed . 
that the examination of this Convention is still at the  technical stage. A 
first examination had disclo-sed tha;t nearly all the general standards set 
forth in the  Convention were applied by  Luxembourg. 
Grand  Ducal  Order of 28  August  1924,  on the prescriptions concerning the 
health and safety of employees in industrial  ,_and  commercial entreprises sets 
forth the various principles stated in part. 2  of the  Convention,  with the 
exception,  however,  of that of the obligation to  reduce noise and vibration 
by appropriate and practicable measures. 
Furthennore,  the question of the  .. application of the Convention to family . 
firms  has still to be  thoroughly examined. 
The  final decision on possible  ratification will be  taken in relation to 
the Benelux Convention in this field, 1vhich was  signed· in March 1970. 
A law,  which will shortly be  placed before Parliament, will amend 
Article 9 of the  law  on safety  (veilighedswet).'~ preliminacy  d~rt  .has_·been 
d.ravm  up which 'iiTill  be  submitted for  opin~otl, t_o  different authorities,  including 
the Economic  and Social  Council. 
'· 
...  ; ... 
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All the  same,  the  procedure .. for ratification of this Convention has not 
yet  been started. 
'IRELAND 
Ireland has not ratified this Convention.  '!'he  Irish Government' considers 
that its existing legislation is in agreement _with the  Il!ai?:p~ovisionsof-this 
Convention. As  regards the  idea of underground premi•ses,  premises without 
windows  and the preventi.on of noise,_ amendments  to the  legislati~n in force 
are  required to enable the  Convention to be  ratified. The  ~rish Governm~nt 
will te.ke· this question. into consideration duri.ng the current  revision of the 
legislation on  labour. 
I'·. 
. ·. 
·' 
. ·., 
'· 
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CONVENTION  No  121 
BENEFI'!lS  IN  THE  CASE  OF  EMPLOYMENT  INJURY 
.  - -
1. General  considerati~ 
This Convention was  adopted by the International Labour Conference at 
its 48th meeting in June  1964. It came  into force  on  28  July 1967. 
Among  the Member  States of the  Communit·y  it was  ratified by:  The 
Netherlands  (date of lodging of the· instrument of ratification:  2  August  1966), 
. Ireland (9  Ju:f'le  1969),  Belgium  (22 Aprile' 1970),  Germany  (1  march  1972)  Md 
Luxembourg  (24 July 1972). 
2.  Content  of the Con~ 
The  purpose  of the  Convention is to guarantee benefits to those suffering 
accidents at work or from'  occupational diseases and it defines those  \'Tho  are  so 
protected and the  contingencies covered• 
'  The  Convention's field of application includes all salary and wage  earners 
in the private and public  sectors  (Art. 4). Where  they are eligible for 
equivalent benefits,  seamen and Civil Service  employees  may  be  ex~luded from the 
Convention's application (Art. 3). Furthermore the application may  not apply to 
certain.wor¥;:,  such as temporary work,  work in the home,  family firms  (Art. 4). 
I 
·The  contingencies covered are as  follot'l's:  sickness,  incapaci  ta.tion, 
.  ' 
total or partial loss of earning capacity,  alLd  loss of means  of existence on 
the death of the breadv1inner (Art. 5). 
Each Member  State must  specify the type  of accident at work conferring 
entitlement to benefits  (Art •  7)  and establish a  list ·Of  occupational diseases 
including at least those  listed in the table annexed to the  Convention,  or 
include a  .general definition of occupational diseases in its legislation,  or 
establish a  list and complete  the latter with a  general definition  (mixed 
system)  (Art. 8). 
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Guaranteed benefits are  medical  tre~tment (Art. 91  10 and 11),  and 
cash benefits (Art.  13,  14,  15,  E;Jt  seq•) which'm~st be at  leas-t;  for a  standard 
benefit (i.e. for a  benefit  def'ined: -by  the ·convention; in respect  of ·certain, 
family experidi  ture);  ·a·  percentage,  fixed by the· Convention,· either of· the 
worker's prev:Lous wages  or· of a·'type  Q la.bourer1s.wages. 
Moreover,  the  ~-iember States are  require·d to· take·  ~ccideni ·:Prevention 
'  . 
measures  and are responsible  for the· rehabilitation and  re-employment  of the 
disabled  (Art.  26),. 
~he table. of occupational diseases annexed to the  Convention ·consists 
of 15  diseases.  ·  .. ::  . 
~  ..  - . : . 
3.  ~ation  in· the  countries ·which have not ~J2..~oceeded to ·ratification 
DENMARK 
The  Dal1.ish  Government  hcls  stated that .ratification of-this ·Convention: 
calls for considerable  amendment  of Danish legis,lation,  pat;'ticularly as 
regards accidents  on the way to work.  So  far such amendment  has not  taken place• 
FRANCE. 
The'rnain difficulty is that France  could not accept·as a  whole  the list 
of profe_ssibnal diseases attached to ·the  Convention,  for the list does not  · · 
accord 1vi th the  spirit of Frerich  law.  rrhe  French .Government  has stated that 
some.  harmonizati_on between t;he  .. tables of  occupa~ional diseases  o·:f  the French  ,. 
system  <>..Ud  the list .attached to the  Convention has already been effected.: 
Decrees No  72 - lOlO of 2  November  l972 and no 73  - 215  of 23  F~bruacy 19'73 
ha.;,e  prodU:ced  J.arge  a.Inend.ments  to the·tables of occupational  diee~se~ annexed 
to F~nch·I~gislation:. 15  neH  tc:,bles·have  been added to the existing 48  tables 
and n  tabl'es  hav~ be.en'  revised either by substi  tutiori or addition of neiV:t 
provisions. 
..~;.~. 
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The  French .GoVl;lrnment  considers that· complete harmonization requires 
new  comprehensiVe  ~tudies which ·will  shortly ·be  midertaken.  The  Committee  for 
industrial hygiene  lias entrusted a  new  programme  of :wo:rlc  to the specialized 
working parties responsible  for preparing the revision and the extension of 
the· current tables. '[Jnder these ·circums·~ances,  in the near future the tables 
of occupational·diseases will be'extendcd. 
The Ministry of labour Blld  Social Security is at present examining the 
possibility of ratifying the  Convention. 
The  ma1n  difficulties·  ihvoked are the provisions  o:f'  the field of 
application. Because  some  groups of workers who  are not  exposed to risks are 
excluded from  the Italian legislation in respect  of accidents at work and 
occupational diseases,  whereas  the  Convention's field of application covers 
all salary and wage  earners. This involves the majority of employees. 
UNITED  KINGDOlf 
The  United-Kingdom would have  preferred that  Conventions No's 17,  18 
and 42  had been brought ~p-to-date in a  more  flexible  mc.nner  and which would 
:  .  :. 
give the countries ra·i;ifying Convention No  121  the possibility of improving. 
their national legislation. 
. :·,. 
On  the other hand  Convention No  12l contains even more' COroPiex  and 
detailed provisions. that  the _above  ~entioned Con~ntions.  ·  · · 
The·British Government  has  shown  that English legislation accords with 
the basic provisions of Convention No  121,  and that it has  n_ot  yet been 
possible. to ratify 'the· latter either because of its lack of flexibility or 
because of doubts on tne interpretation of some  of its provisions. 
f  .;  -.  :  '  !  -...  : 
...  ;~.~ 
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CONVENTION  No  122 
~--~~~--------
EMPLOYMENT  POLICY·. 
This  Convention was  adopted by the International  Labour  C.onfere.hce:. at 
its 48th meeting held in 1964 and came·into  force  on 15  J'uly 1966. 
It  wa~ ratified by all the  Comnruni ty• s  Members  Countries except 
4~{embourg  1 i.e.  :  the Uni  -;;·ed  ~ingdmn (date of lodging of the  iri.st i:wnent .of 
. ratification:  27  June  1966)·,·  Ireland  (20  JU1,1e  1967),  The: Neithe:Hantis · 
( 9  January· 1967),  Belgium  ( 8  July 1969),  :Oenmark  ( 17' .June  1970) ,.  I~aly 
(5 May  1971),  Gerrnany  (17  June  1971)  and France  (5  August  1971) • · 
2.  Content  of the  Convention 
The  Convention aiLJs  to develope  and apply an active policy design~d to 
promote  full productive  and freely chosen employment. in order to· stimulate 
.  . 
economic  grovrlh and  development,  to  raise  living standards,  to rrieet  manpower 
recruirements  and to solve the problems of unemployment  and  under·emplo~nent. 
It also  lays dol..m  that .employers'· and workers'  representatives  should be 
consul  ted· on  employment  policy .in order fully to  talce  account  of their 
experience and. their viel..rs 1  . that there  should be  close  collaboration between 
them in the establishment  of those  pol~cies and in order that they should 
·' 
seek  support  for them. 
LUXE~.ffiOURG  --·-...., 
The  Convention has already been examined in view of ratification by 
stages0.  Although it ca.n  be  stated that  Luxembourg's  employment  policy has  the 
same  aims as the  Convention,  certain difficurties have  been encountered in 
the exact  d.elimi  t.ation of the  formal  obligations resulting from Article 1, 
and particularly·  f.rorn  Article  2  of the  Convention'D  ·· f..ux:embourg  has already ,., 
. i  .~  ~ •. '. 
'•  .....  · 
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had full employment  for inany  years  ru"ld  ~he question now  is one of form,  whether 
new  measures  should be  taken to apply Article  2  and,  if need be,  to determine 
the nature of those measures. 
In the previous report,  it was  stated that the  que~tion  ·.of ratification 
of ·convention No'  122 would be  reconsidered as  soon as the Bill on tho 
organization,  the operation apd tho  responsabilities of the··national labour 
administration .had finally·been drawn up. This Bill was  placed before Parliament  .  .  .  .  ~ 
~1d its adoption.is expected in the  coming months. 
The  rati.fioatiori of Convention No  l22 was: delayed by the  last legislative 
elections· ~~d·should take place at any moment. 
··· .....  . 
..  ..  .  ::  .. 
•' .......  ·:  ·-.:.:._ . 
..  :  .' 
' . .  _:  . ... 
..  '  .·: 
:.•\  ... '  --. 
···  .. 
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II.  Instrum~nts of the  Council  of Euro~ 
EUROPEAN  SOCIA·L  CHARTER 
=-~~;;;;..-~----~ 
1. General  considerations 
The  European .Social Charter a:pproved by the  Council  of Ministers of the: 
Council  of Europe  t'l'as  ready ·for signing by the  ~'1ember States of that  organization 
on 18 October 1971  in Turin.· It  ·came  into force  on  26  January 1965. ' 
It  1•m.~ Tatified by the  following l'!ember  States of the  Community:  the 
Uriited Kingdom  (date of lodgings of the  instrumEmt  of ratification:  11  July 1962), 
Ireland (7  Octobel!'  1964),  Germany  ( 27  January 1965),  Denmark  (3  March 1965), 
Italy ( 22  Octob~r  1965) and France  (9 Irarch  l91{3.)  ~ 
It should be  emp~sized that Italy alone  re.tifiE?d the whole  Charter, · 
while the·other cou.~tries.could not  accept  one provision or another of the 
Charter as  showq  in the  following list: 
( i )  Unit  ad-Kingdom: 
·Article 2  (1)  (lerig"th  of a working day and working week); .Article 4  (3) 
·(equal pay for men  and  womm~); Article. 7  (1)  (minimum worldng age), 
Article 7  (5)  (equitable pay· for yo:t:mg.\'wrlcers  and apprentices)  and 
Arti~He 7  (7)  (paid holidcws for young workers);  Article 8  (2) ·.(prohibition 
of disml.ssal during maternity -leave), and Article  3  (3)  (breaks for 
·moth~rs_who breast-feed); Article 12  (2)  (satisfactory level ofsocial 
·.  s~cu~  ty arrangements),  Article  12· (3)  (improvements in social security 
arrangements) 7  and Article  12  (4)  (equality of treatment  between nationals 
a11d  non~nationals). 
(ii)  Ireland: 
Article 4  (3)  (equal pay for men  and  ~IOmen);  Article. 7 '(i)  (m:lni~um 
working age),  Ar-Gicle  .7  (7)  (paid holidays for young workers)  and· 
. Article··.y  (9)  (medical,·supervisibn of young  ~orlce;s); Artic1!3.B  (2)  · 
. (prohi'bi  tJ.'cin  of dismissal during maternity  l~ave,) and Article  12 .(3.) · 
...  ; ..  ~ 
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(breaks fpr mothers vrho  brea.st-fe_ed);  A~ticle .11.  (1)  and  (2)· '(health 
protection);  Article 12  (2)  (satisfactory le.vel of.social security 
arrangements). 
(iii) Germany: 
Article 4  (4)  (length of notice to be  given on leaving empioiment); 
'Article 7 · (1)  (minimtim working age);  Article 8  (2)  (prohibition of 
' 
dismissal during mate.rnity leave)  and Article 8  (4)  (Regulatioru:s"in 
respect  of night work and prohibition of'  dangerous,-· dirty or heavy woik 
female  labour); Article -10  (4)  (the  right to  voca~;i.onal trai-ning). 
(  i v)  Denmark: 
Article 2  (1)  (Length of the working day or week)  and Article  2  (4) 
(compensation for  d~gerous or dirty work);  Article 4 (3) .(eqUal  pay.·. 
for·men and wopien);  Article 4  (4)  (length of notice to be  given on'· 
leaving employment)  and Article 4  (5)  ( limi  ta.t:j.ons  .. on:  retentions·  on 
salaries and wages);  Article 1  (children'-s and .adolescents'  right to 
protection); Article 8  (2)  (prohibition of dismissal during maternity 
'·  ..  ' 
leave); Article 8  (3)  (breaks for mothers who  breast-feed)  and Article 
8  (4)  (Re~lati~ns in re.spect  of night worlc  and prohibition of dangerous, 
· qirty or ·heavy work for female vrorkers );  Article 19  (the. right of 
migrant  workers and ·;;heir families to protection and assistance). 
( v)  Frm1ce: 
. Article·  2 .(4). (compensation for  dcingerous  al'ld  dirty work);  Article  13 
.. ·(2)  (safeguarding  th~ _political and social rights. of .those having 
insufficient means  and receiving therefore appropriate . social . and 
medical  assis~ance). 
2~ Content  of the Charter 
The  Charter e~tablishes a- number of principles which· are generally 
considered as·  fundamental  for an  EUropean soqial  po~icy• .Each. or these  .  ;  .  .  .  .  ..  ' 
priTI:ciple~ _is  :accompa~·lied b~ '~_indication of a  !fUinQ~r of m~an~ t.o  be applied 
.  ·. 
in ord.Gr  ~.o  make  this application effecti  vet~ 
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These  J>rin_~iples- ipclude  __ in particular the:;'i~ht for· all· to work·,  _the, worlcers' 
right to fair working condi  tio~1s,_. -t·o  ·a~fe~y: and. hygiene~  at work; the right to 
fair remuneration,  the right of workers and  employers to associate freely 
wi'thin internationa,l organizo,tions for the  protection of  t~~ii· iri.terests,- to 
colleuti  ve  negotiation of their conditions of  employmen~,  i11cluding· t.he  right 
.  .  .. 
. to strike. The  Charter als.o  recogni_ze~ children's and adolescents•· right to 
.  -. 
special prote'ction from the physical ?-Dd  moral. dangers to which they are_' 
e::cposed,  the  right o{ i'J'Omen  ~qorlcers in case  Of maternity and of -other vlOmen 
vJorkers in  appr~pri~te  ·cases,  to special protection at work,  the  right  foX" 
all >'lorkers  to appropriate means  of guidance  and vocati6nal trainingo  Among 
the principles established by the  Charter,  are also  f~und the  right of Vl'Orkers 
.  .  .  ; 
to  soci£·,1 security,' -to  social 'and medical  assistan~e' and  to qualified. social 
services;  any disabled person has the  right to vocational training and to 
· . vocational·-and social re-adaptat'ion. Finally it contains the protection of the 
family as  th~ basic 'Wlit  of society,  of the mother and child and of  migrant 
workers and their families. 
BELGIUM: 
..  ~he ~elgia:n Government  intends  aPQod.ily ··  to  complete the Pr;'_cedure 
started by the previous Government,  which had already_·given its agte~ment'o to 
laying before the Parliament  the Bill approving ratification  .• 
· .. 
LUXEMBOill1G 
r· 
. · Follm{ing -the  opinion given by the· Council  of State,  an. inter-mi.nist~rial 
Comffii t.tee. has  been instructed to prepare. a  report  for, the  Government~ which is 
about ~to be ._completed.: 
· THE  NETHERLA1IDS  __  ,__~_  ..... _..,... __ 
·'·  -' 
The  Bill on  ratification is sJcill under  study in the  Second  C~be; of 
the States_General. 
.. ... 
,;·:.-·  .  . '. 
.  "_:,· 
'·'' ....  \ .. 
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EUROPEAN  CODE  OF  SOCIAL.  SECURITY  AND  PROTOCOL  TO  .THE  EtmOPEAN  CODE  --- ...--..  ,..--.--~  .. - --·- .  -- -
OF  SOCIAL. SECURITY 
1 •. General .considerations  .  ·- ... ...-.-.-----.....-----
· ·  The· European  Code  of Social Secu:ri  ty and the Protocol thereto· were  ready 
for s-ignature by the tlembe:r  States of the  Council  of Europe  on 16 April 1964. 
They  ca..me  into force  on  17  March  1968. 
It should be  made  clear that :ratification of the Protocol is reserved 
only for the States which have  accepted the  obligati~ns derivin·g. from at least 
eight  of the parts among  those numbered II to X in the  Code. 
The  situation as  regards ratification by the  1~mber State~ of the 
Community is as follows: 
(i) 
. .  ~  .  .  . 
have  ratified·the code_ and its Protocol:  The  Netherlands  (date of lodging 
of the  instrument  of ratifi·cation:  16 March  1967),  LuXembo~rg (3.  Ap:rill968), 
Belgium  (13  August  1969)  and Germany  (27  January 1971); · 
(ii)  ha~  ·  ro:tifl.ect the  Code  alone: ·the United Kingdom  (date. of lodging of the 
ins~rument of :ratification:  12  January 1968),  Ireland (16 February 1971) 
_and. De;una:rk  (16 February 1973); 
(iii) Italy -has_.not  :ratified the  Code  dispite :having  sig:rl.~d it. France  has not 
signe"d this instrument. 
It should be  made  clear that the United' Kingdom,  Ireland 'and Denmark· 
have  not  ratified the  code  in its entirety  • 
. (i) .. _The  United·Kingd.om has not accepted parte VI ·(benefits f.or· accidents· 
(ii) 
at work.  or occupational disease),  V]I  (family benefits), :viii (maternity. 
benefits),  IX  (disability benefits)  and X  (t-lidows  and orphans  .~enefits); 
lreland. Parts II  (medical: care),  VI  (benefits for accidents at work  o:r  .  . 
obcupational disease),  VIII  (maternity beuefi  ts) and IX  (  dis~bili·t;y 
benefits); 
(iii) Denmark.  Parts III (sickness benefits)  and  X  (widows  and orphans  J>enefits)~ 
2.  Contents of the  Conventiol_!__an.J!. its Protocol 
The purpose  of the  Code  is to produce  between the countries of Europe 
sufficient equiva1ance  of social levels and the  charges  :resulting therefrom 
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v1hi~e  stj.mulating the  developme:1.t.  of social  secU:ri ty in the'· Member  Qom1tries 
and  poE.~sibly ~  ving greater·  mobility to  labour.  The  levels  ~f social security 
/  .  .  ' 
must  be  fixed under conditions  sucll  tb.at -the'  differences  ~~isting.  from  one  .  .,.,,  ;:  . 
country to another do  not  produce ·imoalance  in compe·i;i tive  c~,pacity thus 
hindering the trend towards the  economic unity of Europe·. 
The  Cod~ wns  prepared using ILO  Convention 102  (1952)  as a  basis. The 
text of the  Code  is that of the  Convention,  amended  on certain P?ints <vhen  an 
imp::.·ovement  1i<o.s  c'ceerr:.ed  pos:::ible.  The  general raising of the. Code's  level is 
obtai:ied by insisting,  for ratification,  on  a  greater number of branches than · 
I 
for Conventi01:1  102:. 
The  fc,ct  of being able to ratify the ·code will impl~r not  only the. 
existence of e,  given level of social security but also  a  certain equivalence 
of charges• · · 
'This  equivalence  is.obtained. by· not  giving ·the  same-value to all' the 
branches  and by insisting that  the. whole. of the  chosen branches. represent  a 
.  .  '  .  . 
certain number of poin·cs.  'l
1hese  :roh1ts are  awarded on the basis of the field 
··of  apphca:~ion and·_.the  minimum  rate of benefits laid down by Convention }-02. 
>The  old age  bpanch,  the benefits for which. consti  t'l;lte ·the: h~?.avies~  · 
financic,~. J.oad  and·w~icb, is Of prime  SOC_ial  signi:fica."'l?e,  is W?rth J  points. 
The  me.di~l care. branch .which·i:n 9ost  and  importance, comes  irnmediat.~ly 
·after old  age~,  is v;ort:1  2  points.· 
.  .  '  .  :I·,  ', 
One  point . is awarded for each.· ,of the of  :her  seven ' bra:nche s. 
:.T.fe  'to-Ga~ we:ighting oi' a,  social.  s~,ctiri  ty system whi9h ·included t.he  9 
hranches·· of ·.ConVention  102  and  met-' ihe .nrl~irilum .r.equireme~t of the  latt~~ ~ould 
.  '  .  '  •  I  . '  •  • •  ~  •  '  '  .  '  .  '  :  .  • 
: ·In  9rder to ratify the  Code ·a coun·try wo:uld  have  to obtain 6 .. points, 
·which is possi•ble .. if the· r.:ininrum  _conditions  of. Convention ):02 :are :·satisfied, 
in one  of the  following cases: 
.  I 
.....  .  ..  ; ...  ·. ( i)  either for 6  br-c1.11ch~s  among the following: 
sickness;...l:)enefi  t., · . 
u.nelr!ployment , . 
accident!'! at work, 
family allowances 7 
maternity1 
disablement, 
, widows  and orpha'Yls, 
(ii)  or for sickness care and 4  of the above  branches, 
(iii) or for old age  and 3  of the above branches, 
(iv)  or for old age 1  sickness care and  one  of the  above  branc~es. 
If the conditions for patification of tho  Convention are  compared with 
·those of the  Code,  it will be  seen that  on the  ba~~s of the  above  points 
system a  cbuntr,y can ratify. Convention No  .10~ by.optaining only 3  points~ 
..  ' 
The  Code  there;fore establishes a  higher level than the minimum  standard. 
Ixi  order ·to  give the  code  dynamism  and to ·turn it into an instrument  of 
social progress,  it has attached t9 it a.Protocol which establishes a  nigher 
European  level of social security.  .  . 
Like: the  Code.,  tP,e  Protocol is ba~ed on  G01wention  102,  but Hhereas the 
Code  'ha.s  been  obt~i~ed by quantitatively raising Conventio.n 102's level (a 
.  . 
greater number of "points" is required for its ratification). the Protocol is 
the  result .·of both  crtiantit~tiv~  an~ qua.l.it.ative  ~mprovement .of Convention 102. 
The  level of standards is raised -by  inore.asing the  seVerity of the conditions 
•  ••  •  •  - •  •  .J, 
to be  satisfied both as  regards .the'ir ffeld of application and the  l~v~·.l of 
the benefits,  and by mc·1.king  the  standards apply to a  larger number of branches 
.  .. 
. than for Convention 102 and for the. Code • .. The· Protocol  requires the  standards • 
to be  applied to- 8  branches, instead of the  6.  laid·. down  in the  Code  ( sinpe old 
age  insurance  counts for 3  points  an~ medical care for 2)"  , ..  ,  .. 
.  ..  ; ... 
'  ; ...  ...,  ... ·  .. 
·  ...  · 
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":·_,,  · ..  · .. ·  .....  ·.'··_. 
'The  l11renc~1 Government  lias  'stated that ratification of  the  Cod.e  and ii;s 
'  ,, 
Protoco:'. is being ve:.:"fr  carefully oxe  .. mined by the  competent  te<Jhn:i.cal  departments, 
in order to ascertain if such  ratl.fica·~ion is possi'ble u:1der French  L::.w. 
ITALY 
The  It2.li0n Goverrliilont  has advised 'that a  Bill  ra~jjifying the  Code  has 
been submitted t.o  the  Council'of !•!inisters  for approval  • 
.  . I!, 
:  . . -·· 
·r .· 
'  i 
,; 
.,  .  ·.:·-
,•. !'.  •  .•• 
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1.  It is appa~nt that to begin with,  at the  reference date  o:f  the  third 
report,  inany more  1-iember  States of. the  Community have  ratified the  Code  a..11.d 
. its Protocol  than at the  reference dates' of the tt.ro  previous  reportl:l• 
·For, if on~y the six or:i,.ginal  countries of the  Commu..'1ity  are considered, 
the  number of ;ratifications for all the  instrwn~nts considered has risen from 
ll ad the reference date of the first  report.  ·~o  21 at that of the  sec-ond  rej;)ort 
and finally to 34  at the reference date  of this third report •. 
Taking the N'ine  into account,  and considering the ll international 
instrumen:ts with which this report is concerned,  Gerrne.ny  and Italy have 
ratified 8,  Denmark  a,nd  the Netherlands 6,  Ireland 5,  and Belgium,  France, 
Luxembourg and  the United Kingdom 4• 
2.  Nevertheless,  t'he  Commission  feelG  ·Lhat,  despi·te the efforts of the 
Member  S-tates,  this situation cannot  ';:>e  considered as entirely satisfac-tory, 
and it ·de-plores the delays in ratifying legal instrumen·cs which occured 
between 1952  and 1964. 
In the light ·particularly of the arguments advanced by the  Governments 
of the Member  States the  Commission wonders  ~.rhether the  obst~cles raised are 
not  caused by over concern with for.malism.  In this respect,  it considers that 
the· political t.zill to contribute to the development  of the international right 
to' work  should guide the ].!ember States and  stimulate them tirelessly to  seek 
all means.to  overcome  possible technical ru1d  legal  difficulties~ 
This Protocol will also implie that,  in all cases where  ratification 
of a  convention clashes 1f1ith  divergent  nationa~ legislation,  the. Government 
't  •.  ~ '. 
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concerned :r:ru.st  examine  wdth ·ail' opeii···m:i.nd 'the possibility of adoption of that 
•  •  •  ..  '  :·  ..  -.'  •  ..  ,_  •  >  ~-·  •• 
legislation,  by  considering the  obstcwles to ratificdi'on iil  ~lleir broade_st 
sense?  Erven  if the. ·field. concerned  s~ems narro;v- and of  s~condary imp~rtance, 
end giving up  only for reasons which are -quite unsurmontable. 
3~  'l'he  information supplied to.  -~he  Commission by the l'Iember States hc.s  not 
I  '  -.:  ,  :  •.. 
ahmy;:;  enabled Jche  latter to ·have, a  clear picture of the  situation and in 
·particular o·f  the  reasons Hhich wo11ld  justify the non..:.ratification of this 
.or tru,t  convention.- Some  Governraent·s  sent detailed. and precise  information, 
o-GhOl'8  .l<won~e mid  i~lc~mplete  information~ It is for ·this reason thz.t  the 
Cormni8sion  empha~izes that it can bring no valid contribution to solving the 
problems  on th;  s'}1?~ect  e::cept to the .extent  that _it is gi~n suf~iciently 
precise and  complete  infonnation,  .· 
'  .  ' 
4•  T;he  Commission  confirms. ~he statements it made  in the previous report, 
when it . said "with the exception· of certain efforts niad.e  by Benelux,  the· 1-iember 
States  -~ook no  l".ctiw part in coqrdinating the  internat.io~"',l  labour conventions, 
.  .  .  .  .  .  - '· 
l\Thetl!ler  they are  ?..dopted  by the  +.LO ·or by.  ~he Council  of Europe"• 
The  Commission notes  tha-~  certain member States have  ra,tified. th,e 
Eu:ropean  Social Charter bu.t 1  on ·che  other hc'U1d 1  have not  ratified .the conventions· 
givL1g  sp~cific rulings  on que·stions  which are pe.rt  of the  ~ntl.re Social  Charter; -
. /  . 
such ad  the eight  ILO. Conventions,. which are thG  sU.b:ject  of this report. 
•  .  1  • 
For tJ:iis  ree~on,  t!le  r;_t·iiention  of the i.'lember  States -~li:ould  b~ d:r;awn. to 
the  /act that they should undertake practical and  co_nsistent  steps to create  .  .  - .  .  .  . 
a  lin~  0~ ComnlUnity  social policy' which  could  lead to. the 'ha~onizi:ition of 
the  social  systems' and  to tlle  e:s·tablishment  of··'similar so.cia;l  provisions as 
..  . 
laid down  in Article 117  of the Treaty of Rome. 
.  .': 
'1
1h~_Gorrunission accordingly hopes that this report will be  t~e starting 
point  of measures .or'· coordination designed to prodhce  a;  common  poiicy for 
. ratification, of internat:l.o11Gl.l conventions.: 
..  ~ .  : 
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_P-.AR...,T.;.;;I...,C-.U~RJ.EMAB~ 
The· examination of the Member  States replies leads the  Commission to 
make  the  folloWing specific rema:rl<:s: 
COHVENTION  No  103 •  • 
The  fact  that  t;vo  Community  coUntries  (Luxembourg and Italy)  should 
• find it possible to ratify this Convention  shows  that it is possible to  ~yt 
national social legislation to the  standards of the  Conwntion. 
The  last report ·emphasized that as regards li'rance,  'l'thich  had  come 
closer to the  standards of the  Convention by increasing the daily allowa."'lce 
for rest to  9o%  of a  day's pay basic,  there  ~rould seem  to be no  fur·:;her  . 
impediment  to  rat~fication. However,  at the reference date of this reporc, 
the  Convention in question  ~~d·not been ratified by that  countr.y. All. the 
other count:r;ies  have  expressed  reservations as  regards ratification. In this 
respect the  COJil!llission'  has this to·; say: 
The  Belg'ia,."'l  Government  maintains two  points: 
1. That  t~e-c'on~ention lays down  benefits in cash (to be  provided  und~r a 
c~mpuisocy insurance  system)_ equivalent to  two  thirds of previous pay, 
I 
wliereas. Belgian legislation grants a  daily allowance of 60%  of wage  or 
salar.y. 
Hbwever, .,althoti~ Belgian legislation fixes the daily allmvance at  60'/b  of 
wage  or salar.y,. for limited periods it makes  :the  employer bear the· 
cllffere~ce between  60%  a:nd- lO<Yft,  of the l'tage  qr salary. 
It is c-lear that Belgian legisldion· thus  imposes  on  a  number of Belgian 
empl~yer~ a  ·char~ that the  othe.r  Co~i  ty employers  d~ not have  to  m~et 
and which is contracy to international standars.  Th~s be~;_ng the case, .it  ,  .. 
is questionable whether it is not  in Belgium  1 s  ovm  interest to  change  the 
'  . 
existing system. 
.  ..  ;  .· ... '.·  . 
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2.· that  t.he 'right  (P_rt.  5  of. the  Convention)  of. a_mother to ini;errupt her work 
for ··cl:e  puri>ose  of  .bre~sl;-feedi~g her child would, be  d,iffi~ul"t -to  apply. 
It· sho~J,d 'l;e .noted in pnrticular thaJc ·work breaks for breast-feeding are 
essential both for practical and  sociai  reasori~ and thaf the. Convention 
only goes  so far as to require the establishment' by  legislation of· the 
minilllUill  duration. of the· breaks  :for ·oreast-feeding: and the number of the 
·  latter,  bu·i;  .does not actually fix truit  duratioii nor the nUtaber. of bree.ks. 
'l'he  German  Government's position remains unchanged,  the groa.tes  impediment  .  . 
still beine the dii'fere::ce  bet1·1ee~1  Ge:t'!na."1.  'legislation on the subject  and 
Article 4  (8)  of the  Convention. 
On ·this point  t1\To  observations  can be  PJa,de:  _ 
1. the  P.rohi"bi:tion,  laid dotm  in Article 4,  paragraph 8,  which makes  the 
employer personally responsible  for the  cost of benefits payable to the 
- '' 
woman  it  emp~oys does not affect ell benefits,  but  only those  in' the 
par~graphs p;ecedin[S  pa~ag;aph 8  (points 1  to· 7'  of Article 4)  ( se'e  m~mo 
'  .  . 
. prepr,red by the  Internat~~ond Labour Office at 'the  reqU:es"t ,pf the Austrian 
Government,  on 14  r.'Iay  1962  - 0  B Vol  XLV  of 3  July 1962 · ....  page  259 ).;  .  .  .:  ..  .  . 
2.  Accordil'ig .to  the  legal provisions in force  in Germa.ey  (Art~ i  of the  law 
Oil  ·conti~1ui:i.1g payinG"  sc.lar:i,es,  Art~ 616  of the  GiVil  ~u,· L~  •.  63· of the 
Colilillercial  Code  and 1}3  (c) of the  G~clo of trades),  the total salary. must 
continue to be  pn.id by the employer to the t'lorkine; .mother in case of illness 
.·.  -before  or aft~r tl:e  ~chedule 'for pr<?tection.  This. regulation is valid 
·.=:·irrespective  of the  fact  tha·~· the working mothe.r  comes  und~.r a  sicl01ess 
insurance· scheme  or not' .  and irrespective of the fact  that the  ~llness .is 
•  \  •  >"  - •  •  • 
·'  cau;;;ed:  of not  by the  conse-quences- of _·pregnancy.  Payment: .of these  cost:s, 
· which falls  t~ th() emploY-er,  by the  Bund- or the  sickness  funds·,  _as  laid 
dolm in the  Conve.ntion in Article 4  (8} is still not possible  • 
~  .;  .  ~  ...  .  ..  ; ... Based on these observations,  it seems  tha·!i'  the  onl,y difference still 
existing between the Convention and  ~rman legislation 90nsists in the 
employer's obligation  i~· case  o·f- illness  caus~d by pre~cy  o.r delivery. 
In the case of employees whose  salary is above  the  ceiling for·. 
affiliation, the employer's  obligation~:? are a  substitute for those of the 
sickness-insurance funds,  or,  in the  case  of insured female  workers or 
employers,  are  supplements to the  sidn~::;s  insu~nce benefits which only 
represent  65%  of the  salary. 
Under these conditions,  the  Comuission considers  recommending to the 
German  Government  -~ha·t it attempts to  resolve this incompatibility with the 
Conve~ltion,  in_  order to make  ratifica,tion possible. Furthermore,  the  Commission 
UJ:is-::es  to emphasize that,  given th,.,_t  th-3  benfits granted in Germany  are already 
grea.t,>r.,  ih pa:rt,  than those  required by the  Convention· and the perio1s of 
pro·;,EHY~ :tori  longer,  the  Ge-rman  Government will not wish to maintain regulations 
whioh  :Ln  i 11posing on  employers heavi )r 'financial charges for fomale  employees, 
co:l:i_d  causa  discrimination of treatment vis a ·vis  women  by reducing ez!tplo~nt 
of the latter  •. 
The  impediment. against  ratification for the  N~t.E~.t!:~cis  Gove~}2;! ;is 
still the  claimed incompatibility  bet1rr:~en Article 1638  (y)  of -the  Du.tch. 
Civil  Code  c:,nd .Article 4  ( 8)  of the  Co:wention.  · 
T~1e question is whether the prohibition laid down  in :the  Convention· 
'  .  - .. :  ' 
a~inst making the employer  responsibl~.  for  the _benefits payable in ·case -of 
pregnancy and 'delivery,  should be  considered as an absolute  prohibi-tion.·~..nd 
whether therefore the ·convention forbids ~ing  the employer directly 
responsible for additional protection 'supplemental to  tl).e  minimum  protection  .....  . .  :·  . 
laid down.  To  be  more  specific the question v1hich  arie;es  .i~  ~he Nethe~lands 
...  ; ... 
·J .. 
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is whether the  p:r-oVi sion of A.rG.l638  (y)  of the  Common  Lau  which  t  Uc>der 
• ·i. 
cert?.i-n  condit{o~~' m·alces·'the  e~p\oyer ~sponsH>le.·fo~:.tl~~  modi~ai care of 
workers  l:Lving under his roof  r  would be. an·  impediment' to' ratificatiOll• 
Since there is no  stage  p·rovid.ed for in DUtch  legis~ation for givj,.ng 
the  right. to mCJ.teritity benefits,  and  ·since it seems unlikely  tha~t  :workers~ 
living unc1er  the·  same  :i.'OOf  as the  employer are  receiving. a s~lary e-bove  the 
ceiling for af1iliation lihich exists ;for benefits in kind,  the  li!:;:elihood· of· 
the women  affe~ted receiving ad.di  tionc1.l· protection in acco~ance  with the 
above  i;!entionecl provisions of  Cor:unon  k>'l  seems  limited to the  case where  the 
'_law  on  siclC1esn  funds 1-1ould  not  provide· .for· completely free  benefits' in kind 
as  laicl dom1  at  para. 3  of Art  .•  4 of the  Convention (pre-natal,  childbirth 
and  post-n~:~c..l  ca.re  givei.l by a  qualified midwife  or .by a  doc·Gor,  as weil as 
aqmission to hospitaLif necessar'Y)•  .  .  ~ ·.' . 
-·t-rithout prejuclice to the possibility of ma.Icing  use  of de~gations in 
. Ce>.ses -1..rhere  it wn.s  foimd· that the \•IOrliers  to llhich Art,:l638_ (y(  of G<:>mmo~ 
i  .  . 
Law  applies 'li'lere  engaged in work  I'Qferred to at Art •  7 of the  Convention 
I 
'· 
>·  .·~ .;  ... 
;.:  .. 
"l;hen. a.  vfOrker  who  lives .  under the  roof of an--employer is. the. victim of .aJ1 
accident  .• or  f~lin sick,  and'  so lo!lg e.s  the wor:=  contract  rema:ins  in force 
(for  ?~-. inaximum: duration of si:c weeks),  the  employer must  ensure that the 
uorl:e:c  receives  u.dec;_uat'e  medical .ca,re  a.J.J.d  .assistance' to the extent that  ;, 
·  care  and  assistance are·not actua:lly,pl>ovided und.er'other·arrangements  •. He 
i-rill  nc:,ve  -the  right to have ·the .. ,cost  of:  this care  reimbursed ·by  the worker, 
but;  a's  regard.s the first four WeekS  eXpenditUr~  1  thiS ;re.irnburs,ement  Will 
be  claimable  only if the illness or accident are the result  of a· fault, 
committed intentionally by the '!I'JOrker  or of an infirmity about which,_ at 
the  time  of his being tru(en  on,  the worker deliberately Pl~Vided false 
information to his employer. Any  provision whose  purpose is to free the 
em:plo~rer from  these obligations  1  or to lini  t  their effect,  shall be nul 
and  void" • 
.._'  .:  .... .. -·'43  - V/Ul0/741"'~ 
(agricultu:rn~l-work,  domestic work  i~ priva.t~ -hous~holds) it _would  be useful 
to give  a  remainder of the  ~terpretations given to Art. 4  (8) .of.the Convention. 
In a  memorandum  sent to the Dutch Gpvernment. O:rl  2 .July 1959,  in reply 
to a.  request  on the  scope of ./1-r'Ce  4  (8) of the  Convention,  the  Directo~ 
·General  of the  International labour Office  stated: 
"••. the Convention consti  tue.s an e.ggregate  of minimum  obliga·tions and each 
State is naturally free to adopt additionally :any provisions which might 
appear useful:. however  such provisions muDt  not  run counter to the  obligatiOl1S 
established by the  Convention.  It is for each State to decide,  in the  light of 
all local circumstances  a..."'ld  in conformity .with the procedure  stablishcd by the 
ILO  for the examination of the reports on ratified conventiono whether the 
. pa.yrrient  oi: a  salary or part of a  salary ·by  the  e~ployer 'and the allocation 
'by the latter of certain medical  care, under a  broader system which was  concerned 
not  only with maternity alone·o.nd which  simply completed a  system which complied 
wfth that laid'  d·own  by the ·convention,  constitute, 
11the due  benefits" under the 
terms of Article 4 of the  Convention''  ( O.J  • ·Vol  XVII•  No  7,  1959  - page  409) • 
The  ILO  Group  of experts for the application of conventionEJ  and 
recommendations  examined the question in the overall  st-q.d.y  it made  in 1965 
on maternity protection,  by referring ·to  the  countz:ies _where  maternity benefits 
were  granted under a  system of compulsory insurance or by levy on public funds 
and where  concurrently there was  a  general  pz~vision, for example  in Common 
Law,  in the  Commercial  Code  etc  e.' which pi-ovided that.,  in certain cases -of  force 
majeu~e (.sickness  0~  ·abser{ce  f~m  work  f~r l"Gasons  'outside. the control of 
.. 
the workers),  the ·employer must: 
'·.:.. 
.  ..  / •...• ' 
" 
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(a)  pay the  salary· of the worker· con?el'ned  ir~spec~i  ve of sex,  provided 
tha,t ·equivalent benefits are not·  provided by the existing social security 
· system or that  -~he  amount  of the  said )Jenefi  ts is less  the..n  the  sa~ary; 
(b)  provide the worker in cp.-:.estion  with t.he  nepess0ry medica,l  cc.re if SU.ch 
should be the  c~se. 
It therefore  seems that  i~1  such cases the  general clauses which  covered 
not  only rhaternHy but  tvhich were  addi  tiona.l to a  system which was·  in 
•  '  •  '  J 
coJ.-d'ormi ty with that  ia:i.d  clmm  in the  conventions  considered would be 
outside the  context of  -~hese  conventions; ·aonseqU.ently,  given  t!k;'"l.t  the 
1  ,.  '. 
conventions _in  question _constitue  a  set  of minimum  obli~tions,, ea?h 
St"r\te  which ratifies them is free .to adopt  additionally a:ny  provision 
v:hich  i-G  deemed  nscessary  SO  long as <SUCh  "prOViSion did not  :t'I.W_'  CO~ter 
to the  oblig::-,tion established by those  conventions. 
Lccordingly,  -~he  Cominission .considers. that the  legal problems· raised 
by the  Dutch Governnient  are  of  lit·~le prt;tctical interest and, .-in ·any case, 
fail to:  )uGtif~r the non-ratification. of. the  Convention •. 
·•:· 
Th3  Dwish Government. considers \hat it cannot  ra-tify Cohvemtion. No  103 
"Jecause 'of the" es'sential difference' be~\·ree~ the ·latter's rules 
. -~·f··~.  . .  :  ;·~  -_: ...  ~  ·.  ·and  n~tiona·l legislation  • 
In this respect  the  follo~·ling should be noted: 
'  .  . .. 
(af  Article 7  of  Cor..ven:_io~l  l~o  103  authorizes the ,Stc,tes which. ratify it. to 
provide? _by  a_  sta.:;ement  accompanying re,tification,for de~oga.tiOr).S from 
the _application of the  Co:l'l.Vention,  in pa:rticular for certain categories 
of non..:.indU:striai \'mrk  and for work on farms,  subject  to these States' 
obligation to provide in their annual  reports on the application of the 
•.  i.., 
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Convention,  information on the measures taken or planned to, give full· 
effect to the  Convention as regr,rds  the points which tr1ere  the  su'!Jject 
of the derogations. 
(b) Even as  regards  leave during p~gnancy or after deliv~ry, the Danish 
provisions do  not  co~form with Artiqle 6 of the  Convention. 
Generally speaking,  ~he Danis_h  Government  states tl;tat  ~s regards 
medical and cash benefits, the  law of 1  April 1973  on sickness and  m~tel~ity 
allotrra.nces,  gives a  maternity  allo~·w..nce during 4  weeks,  l'lhich is close to 
the  standards fixed by the  Convention. 
The  Commission.h_!Dpen  that  Denmark will be able  to :am·end  :the 
provisions of its legisJ_ation as soon  as  possible· in order .to:. me.et 
I 
tho.  aim  fixed  by  Convention nr.  103  o 
·.  ...~  ...  - .., __ 
' 
. - ~ ,1, 
As  for Great Britain,. the -Commission  emphasizes that,  even if in f<1ct 
the regulations on maternity leave enable women  to  cease work  "during the· 
periods considered by the  Convent;i.on". a.nd  even if, as regards the  restrictions 
on dismissal before and during childbirth,, Great. Britain has  a9-opted  "an 
optimum  solution by a  more  flexible  combination
11
,  it would  require  a  very small 
effort on the part of the. British Government  to align the relevant  legislation 
with the provisions of the  Convention in order thus to produce  legislative  .  •.;  .  .  .  . 
uniformity in this field of le,bour  I..<1w,. _by _not  .taking into account  solely the 
problems of commerce  and industry. 
The  Irish Government  states that it is not at present in a  position to 
re;tify the. Convention,  since its legislation on ·the subject does  ~ot _p,rovide 
the 1egal basts required by Convention ·No  103. Nevertheless in the  framew·orlc 
. of the  studies carried out  by the  Commission  on the  status of women, 
...  ; .•. 
.J .. 
.. 
I!•·  •.•;  ..  ~ .. 
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Ireland will  exc.mine  the possibility of rat.ification  • 
· 'rhe .  Commission has the  following comments  on the· subject.: 
(a).  Co:avention liJo  102·  does not  fix  th~ minimum  rate of benefits in cash, 
Article  4.  (2)  stipula-tes that  the lo:tter must  be  rlfixed· by ·na"tioi1al 
legi~lc:.tion in such a  ·fc.shion thn:t  they e.re  adequate. fully to inainte.in 
the  woma~n and her child under good hygienic  conditions·cnd.nt.~ reasonable 
living stc>.ndard
11 
•  The  Convention only sets.  th~ minimum  level of these 
1JEue±'its  whe~1 the latter are  es·Lablished  on the  bc..sis  of previous ear.aings, 
l.Jhich  does not  seem  to be  the  cc..se  in Ireland,  t-Jhere  the  r~levan-t benefits 
must  represent at  le::!.st  two-thi_z:ds  of previous earnings  (Art •.  L~  ( 6)) •• ' 
(b) It considers,_ moreover,  tha-t. the  o.rgumemt. used according to which.·such 
legislation h;;:>.s  never been palled for because  only 6%  of married women_ 
co  out to v.ork,  is invalid. since the  question. of. pregflc-n6y  and child birth 
does not  affect married women  only ·and· that  7  taking a  modern view ·of the 
question,  Article  2  of the  Convention understand's the  term  "WO!Ilalli'. ·fo 
apply to a:ny  person of t}).e  feiDt."'..le  sex7  married or not,  arid  by ·the .terru 
rlchild11 ,  any child.  ~orn in or out  of wedlock • 
. .  ;· .. 
,~r-thermore, _while  recognizing the .great  strides made  by the Irish· 
· . Government, through the  st~dies co.rried out  by the ·committee  on the Status 
·of Homen,  the  Commission  hoiJes  to see  rapid cha."'lges  in Irish legislatfo~ 
ia the direction in.dico.ted.  oy Convention No  103 •  ,  .  . .  .  .  .  . .  . 
In vieH of :the  e,bove,  th~ Comraission  }).opes  that"the Hiember  States'will be 
will:i,l1_g ,to  c.d,apt ·their legi_slation t·o  the'·  st·andi:u:u~  fixed by  .. the  Convention 
, · with a  view to_ estai:Jlishing (;)quality i<rhich  -vlill  remove  ·Ghe.' possibility~  of  · 
disprim_ina,tion betweel1 1-.r_orkers  of different. sex,  because  of the unfavourable 
situation o:t'  women  as  ..  l~eeards ·employment  opportunities,  brought  about  by 
the possibility of· pregnancy.  I  ., 
·:  ~  ·~  '  ...  ; .... v,Jg+()/7  L1--:-J 
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CONVENTION  No  111 . 
This  Convention has been ratified by Gen~~, Italy,  The Netherlands 
and Denmark.  The  situation is as follows  for the other five member States. 
The  Commission hopes that  the  ratification procedure will be  taken  ~p 
without delay by Be~gium and be  successfully concluded rapidly. 
As  ·regards France,  it ·is clear that, as regards the temporary prohibitions 
in respect of naturalized 'subjects to exercise certain. professions  (ministerial 
office  7  officers of the  court,  Article  81  of the  Code  on nationality),  the  ILO 
Group  of experts for the application of conventions and  recommendations during 
its examination of the  scope  of the  Convention's  clause,  according to which 
the distinctions "founded  on the qualifications required for a  specified  job"· 
are not  considered as discriminations (Art.  1  (2)  and  ~he occasion to note 
that  1  in the  case  .of this type  of provision "it is possible that the certainty 
of a  durable and definitive  att~clunent of the  incw:1bent  to his new  nationality 
may  be  t~en into consideration in this respect"  (IDternational  Labour 
Conference .- 53rd session  ":"'  report  III. - Part  IV  ":"'  page  2065). 
'l'he  Commission hopes  tha.t  in Luxembourg the  Chamber of Deputies will at 
any moment  pass_tha Bills amending  Common  Law· as regards the  legal status of 
married women,  amendments  which are a  pre:r:equisi  te for ratification of the 
Conven~iono 
The  Commission hopes,  moreover,  that Great Britain and Ireland,  after 
removal  of the present  impediments,  wi:ll be able to proceed to ratification. 
In this respect,  it should .be. made  clear that the  overall studies carried 
out in  1963 .an4 1971 by the ILO  Cqmmit:t;ee  of experts for the application of 
conventions and  ~9omrnenda.tions shm-1  that the  Convention No  111  merely· requests 
the countries concerned to pursue-their national policy "by methods adapted 
to national circwnstances and usages
11  _and  does not  insist that they take 
-
measures which,  in certain fields,  would not  be adapted to those  circumstances 
and usages. 
' ...  ; ... 
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In vieu  o<''  the  above,  the  CoiDT.~isGion feels  co!:lpelled to insist that 
- '  .  . 
each of the  five  named· Governments  m£:...~e  every effort  speedily 'to ratify -this 
Conver  .. tion 7  Hhich regulates  n.  very important  sphere. for the  proVision of 
tv..:.e  equality bet-v1een  workers. wi  thi:q the  Conununi ty. 
.  ... / ... 
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'  ~!  i.  .  ~  ..  .•  .  ,. 
COilVEHTIO?r  Iro  117  - ,...  .., 
.. 
As  has bee'n  stated in the previous report,  haVing regard to the very 
specific character of this Convention and having regard to the  fact  th.J.t 
most  Member  States,  including the new States,  have  1~  ttle inte~st in it, 
the  Commission does not _feel  that it should insist on ratification  • 
.. .  ; ... 
" ',. 
'  ·. . .  i~  . 
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,  .. CONVENTION  No.  11.8 
~-
.This Convent_ion has  been  ratified by  six ··Mc.mber  Countries  o.f  the 
Communi t;y 9  excludin::;  Belgium  1  L~·xembo_~rg and  the .?rni ted Kingdom. 
·It should  be  made  clear that in .•the  relations. bet\.1eien. the .Member 
States.·of  the  Community  the  equali-ty  of  treatment,:  send-ing·  b-~ne:fi.ts 
. abroad· and  totalising the  accurhulat.ed ·benefit· rights .  are  ensured· by 
Re~hitions No's  1408/71  (1)  and 574/72  (2)  as  regards· paid  workers'• 
Ratification of  the  Convention  would,  on  the  other hand,  constit.ut·e 
prcrgress  in respect  !Oif. sociai security arrangeriients for  ind~p(mden·t 
workers :it would  constitute for the  States the-requirements to  in~ti­
tu.te  ~'system of  pr;~ervatio.n-··qf righ.ts_, ·an.,obligatio;·n 'they :c;ul;d.  ~t:et 
-:~ 
~i  ther  by.  preparing· and  ad~pting a~ appropriate  Commtin.i ty  instrurr{ent, 
,'  •.  .  -:'  ,,  ,  ••  •  '  :  r  ,  '  ;.  •  .:. 
or by ·signil',lg  Rild  ratifying the  European  Conventi<m  on  Soci~l Security 
drafted  by  the Council of  Europe~. 
··  The  rat"ifi·cation of Conventio'n  l'l"o  118  would.- additionally· tend 
to  ensu~e equality of  treat111e-rit  for nationals of third countries  - an 
ever increasing nurpber, of  111hoth  .liv.~. and  work in. the  Community. countries  .. 
a.l'_l.d  wo.uld  provide  an incenti.ve  to  coordination of .the _bi+ateral .conven..;. 
tions . between· the  Member ·States  and. third  countries  .• ·  . 
.  A~ regards  th~ ·difficulties which might' prevent ratification of 
·the Convention  by  Belgiu~,"  it'sh~t1l:ibe  n~ted'that it.isup to  the  .. States 
:  ..  : 
Y~hich ratify  th~  Convent~on to  specify,  "in  ~ state.;nenf acco~panying 
r:atifica.tion  - in  adc~n:dance wit}:l  ...  Ar~icle 2  ;_·  the  social  security" b,ran-
~.= 
che.s.  for  which  they accept  tb,~  Co)lve_ntion  1 s  obligations  •:  _A,  Sta~e for 
which,.  be.cause  a._ f. ..  a  given  bJ;~anch,  -~pp.lication pf the  Convention  wou:I.d 
.  '  .  , ..  '  ..  -··  .. ·.  . .  .  ·-.  '  ;  - ':  . .  ,,·_  ,·  ... 
raise difficulties, is evidently not  compelled  to accept  the Convention's 
obligations in respect of that  branch • 
. As  regards  family  benefits,  Article  6 of the Convention  compells 
garanteeing  family  allowance  benefit to  the  nationals of the  Membe~ States 
(1)  O.J.  of the  Eure>pean  Communities  L  149 of 5  July  1971  •••  ; ••  ·• 
(2)  O.J. of the European Communities  L  74  of 27  March  1972 
'-.,;:.  •  .'  il  :.. :-·51  -
'  ..  _ ..  ' 
concerned and of the  nati9~?.~!3. cif _,al.l. :the  other Member  States having accepted 
the  Convention's obligations for the said bro.nch,  in respect  of children· 
living 'in' one  of these Member  States~ 
11under the  conditions· and  limits to 
be  fixed  ~Y common  agreement  between the  r.femb~·r States concerned" • 
Consequently,: limits may be  fixed to  ~he amoWlt  of family allownn.ces  so paid. 
To  :the  extent that  familY,  allowances ware  to be  paid without  limit  fo~ · 
children living outside the Member  States this can be tbe  ;result of an internal  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
decision.and does not  require  agree~ent with the  other ~~mber States which have 
.  .  ~  .  ' 
'  '  .  . 
accepted the  Convention's obligations for the  family allovrances branch•  On  the 
.  .  '  '  :  . 
other"  hand,  a  :Member  State,  which  ~ranted unilaterally the benefit of  fa..mil;;r 
allowances without  rilstriction to its own  nationals' living abroad,  could not 
a~il itself. of Article .6  of. the  Co~vention to fix limits for the  payment  of 
fa.miiy allowances to nationals of the other r1Iember  States for their children 
in the  same  ·situation·,  for'~· in accordimce with Arti'cle 4;  it must  (if it  ·has 
accepted the  Convention's obligations for the  family benefits'  branch)  ensure 
for all the Member  States·  having ratified the  Convention,  whether the latter 
have  or have  not accepted the  obl~gations of the  said  bro.n~h,  equality of 
treatme~t without  the .condition of  resid~nce on its own  territory  •. 
It should finc"l.lly. be. emphasized i;hat,  if Articles 5, 1  and 8  a,ppiy only 
.  . 
to the extent of acceptance  o~·the Convention's obligations,  in respect of 
one  or more  branches of s_ocial  security on vthich they have  a. bearing,  the 
obligations which they impose  on the States having ratified the  Convention 
are not  of equai  meaning~· Art'icle 5  comJ.)els  the taking of necessary measures 
to en'sure  payment'  or' disablement,  old e.ge  and widows  and orphans 'pensions, 
death benefits and pensions for adcidents at work  ~~d occupational diseases 
where  the recipient  lives abroad.A.rti'cl.es 1 and 8  simplv compel  the ·conclusion. 
of con\rentions with the other Member  Stat~s concerned in order to ensti.re 
payment  of the other benefits in case 9f ·residence t\broad and the . 
····.:· 
·~ .  '  ~  ••  ..  # 
.  ;•·· 
..  ' ;  ·  .... 
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safeguarding of rights in course of acquisition in .the different branches 
·.of:  sq9ial. sequ;r;-5,ty: .  .:  Uhen · referrihg to' the  11i'r{terested". Member ?tates,  the 
.  . 
Convention does. not necessarily. il1sist ·that  coni.rent"io~1s be  concluded  .. between 
all tpe  Nfemqer'  Qta.~es ~1hich. haVf;l  accept.ed the  Go11vehti;6i1·• s  'obl;igr.ti~ns for 
:the  ..  ~u.m,~  ·branqh,es;' account  is  t~ken of•  the. extent  ~f  the· migrr.toey  flows. 
beti.veen  the  lp.tter  •.  OJ:?..  tho  other  han~, ,efforts must be  made  'in good  fd-Gh 
'  '  ..  :...., 
to  conclude with these Member  States conventions.· gi  virig effect. to'  :the:  ..  ·.····  ,t. 
provisions of the, Convention_.  The.  on,ly  -qndertbking  ~vh~.ch _Articles: 7  and··$> 
..  · 
imply for  ~he 8tates which  hc"lVe  rat.ified, th~L Convention  i~· to i:nalce  ev&ry<  ; 
.··· 
effort to  conclude  D.gree~aents vJhich viill ens9-re, the· sa:fegti.arding.of:: ti'ghii-s~ · 
1Ihey hn.ve,  however,  every freedom  :to  e~t.:.plish the. L1e1hods  ,_¥f3~.d  .. ~lf.  ~ll~Se 
•  .·  ..  .....  .  .  •·  ..  ._,,  .,.  1·,·  '  ..  - ... 
agreeniel~ts;  esi1ecia.'lly  C:s  i:l accordance 'Hi th Ar:t~cle 9 of  Ah~  ·.Ool:J;~tion,, 
<:t-:-17he.~·Hemb~r  St~tes ma.y  depc·.rf fror.1  '~~e.  Convent~on und~r sp~c:ifo~c·a~:rvpgem~ri;ts, 
'  ·,··  .  .  ..  .  •;  .  .  .  :  ..  ··:  ;  - '  . 
i q;)r..dVided ··trui't  they safegunro the  righ-~s under cbndi  ti.ons  whiqh  ~·~pp;  th~.;'ilho;le" 
.  anf rto:  'ess  fav~uro.iJle .th~ tho~e laid down  -in "thi_s  Co~yem~i~n:.·  .... __  ,  ;: .. ~i~  i :  .. 
As. regu.rds  Luxembourg's difficulties it should be ..  poi'nt~(i  .·~1;4t,,,t.ha.t  , 
~\~rt'icle 5  of .the  ·co:wenti~n enables the  p~~e:.1t  n'9road, of  ·llon~~~~trib~tply-
.  .  .  ~  ~  -'·  .  .  .  '  .. 
bonefi ts to  be  subject to the  conclusion of the international or mul tine>.tional  .  .  . 
. conyen-Gions  prc:>vide_d  for by tl1e  applicatimi of Article -7.  'I'his. de~ogation, 
whi_9h  is authorized by  -pt~;_I'I1  2  of Article 4,  applies ho-wever,  ·oniy<to  ~on: 
con·tri1)utory benefits in the  .sense  of Article  2  ( 6c)  of the, ConV:e.ntio~~ 
As  .regards the, United;Kingd.mi1,  alt:'r..ough· it-'  i~ good to:note  tha.'t  the· 
.  .  . .  -.  .. 
British  -.Gove !j1IHent .  c,c()cpt·s •  the·. :phnciple • df' mcintaining the  rights acqtii red 
by migra11:t. vTOrkers,  it is ·reg~t'ta"ble •thi{t  tlie  Oonv~rition ha~ not' yet·  ·b:~~n''  . 
··•  •'  . .  .  .  . 
ratified  .•  The' experience ·timt.-the 'United Kingdom  will· gb,in  on ·the·· cp.plicat:lon 
of  ~or~~nii;J; arr~i.J.ge~ents. for social .se·cu:ri'ty in ·respect·'.of'-mi~rmit J6:&e.;s 
1tlill U::1doubtedly 'be  very,us~ful- in'hel.p1~.'·tti-·bwr.c:btle 'the': re'~~J:va'tions. and 
difficulties, existing. in.Jh'?:t  coun-~ry  i~'l  respect, of.  ~tif.icp,tion o·f  :the 
Convention in  ~estiono 
•  ~- "':  ""!"""  •  .  .·  .. "·'·1  ::. 
;·,, 
··.:: 
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In view of the  ~mpoX'tance · o:f  this· Convention;  whi:eh:  ha:'r:1·;  ·howewr',  been 
ratified by only.  ~me country,  .. the .cot:liri:l.saion  fs' deeply. concerned about this 
state of  affai~s, .and  considers  thc:.t  it is its duty to insist tha.i;  the ·Memb~r 
States recon.side:r their .positions in a  spirit -of Commu,nity  ir.i.terdepehdance. 
'  . 
. As  -regards .the Benelux countries,  the  Commission  hopes to  see  the 
compara;ti  ve.: examinations between the Benelux:  Convention  <:'.nd  this Convention 
ta1cen,- up·;'again. for Plirposes of coordinntion,  and to. see the political 
'1  ·~  '''I • 
imped~~rrtJ3:·:r:-emoved- which  led to these three  countries suspending the 
lta:~~J:?.bat.ion .of :their legislation· on  da.ngero.us  machines. 
,..  : .•. ,  ..  i· 
.  . 
· '·:As  _for Frimce  ~  since  ~he  differen~es between the existing nn:tion_'*l·.' 
regU.latlo!1s 'lind.  the provisions of the  Convention are wrely ones of :form,,::t".he 
.  •'  I 
Commission :~onders uhether ratification of this Convention would. be  poa:sibl~?, 
~i  thouth lUi.Viri~ t~_  wait  for  CJ.  possible  amen!ime~t· to the  Lab~ur.  Code;  which:/ 
~11 be  a.  lengthy process. 
·rrh.e·;·.:Commission  hopes that  ratification of the. CQnvention by Germa'YlY 1 ~.,nd  ·.·  ..  ,.  . 
~runo.rk-~ili shortly ~nke p~ace.  ..•;:r•.,l 
The. Conmlission hopes that  the  United Kingdom  GoVerntaent,  w:i,1:l;  .  carry.  out 
its .intention· to u.mend.  the existing legislntion ~nd proceed t'o  ratificci.tion 
of Convention No  119.  ...  '·: 
It should be.no;ted that.for Ireland the provisions laid doWrt  iri the 
Convention are. not  "exceptional measure,S11  ~  in vie\'1  ol' the present state of 
"  '  ..  . 
the technical trend in all fieids of work.  Moreove·r,  'it  should be  pointed out 
that Article 17  of' the  Convention all:e>ws ·the . restrictioii'1  py a  stc.tement 
attache~.  to rC).tification,  of:. its applicatfon to certain sectors of economic 
;  .  .  .  . 
activity considered. as r~ng  ~eavy  -us~: of nnchinery. 
The  Cornraissiori  hopes,  howe'lier,  thai after revision .of the legislation· 
as regards the safety,  health and well-being of workers,  the Irish Government 
will be  able to ratify the  Convention. 
-~··1··· ~· 
\ 
...  ·  ...  ·,•,. 
r i  ~. 
•.  ,.,,. ·i·'' 
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, .•..  ,  ,,,_.._._,h·P·' 
~his Convention has  h~en mtified PY.  five:.of the  r~eP1ber- Countries 
of  -~he  c'oililll'Uli ty  •. 
As  re2,"ards  Belgium anC.  Luxemooul~g.,  vl:le  Go;illllission  once ·again  er.~plw,sizes 
.  •  •  .  ~  '  '  I  ~ 
that  t~e difficulties .that these  t\io  countl'ies .tai:e  i·~to  n;ocount  on the 
subject  of family entGrp:cises  could be  overcome  because  o.f  the  flexible 
.  .  . 
nnt·u.re  of the  Co:avel1tion,  so  long n.s  the. competent  authori  tiq.s .consult the  . .  ~  . 
. WOrkers.,i..md  employers  ~rgc:>}'li~P,tions  s>n  the  exclusion. Of  these: ent(i3rprises: · 
in acoord£mce  l·rHh Article  2  of thG  Convention.  ~Jhilst  on the  subject, it 
sho;L~ld be  remembered that Swec:en  rat:ified the  Convent:L~~' .but.· ~~cl~d~d familY 
entei?rioes from its 2.ppli6r;tion;'  ori:  the b[l,Sis  of Arti<::le·,',.?7  an~-'ih:~~ \:.he  ILO 
;  :·  '  ,~ 
pq;Jhli.t~ee  of.· expert8  raised no  objection to  th.:.,t  exclusion,. 
.·•· 
In  t~1e  Gpecific  case 
.  ' 
the  ra1ifiqution procedure 
successfully cm:rcl'.ldedo  · ·. 
of Belgillll1 1  -~he  Co:mmif3sion  expresses i;he hope  that 
~  .·  . 
undertake:1 by the  Goverrun(?nt·  ~-J:iil· speedily be 
.  .  .  .  ~,~· 
:  ,. •'' 
Since  I'rela..l'ld  s·btes  t~1d in its broc.d lines the  ElXisting;legisla:tion: 
accords with the pro·.risions of· the  Convention,  the  Commission  hopes that the 
rc:;uL:~tions·,··reL1tLlg ~o. undel'ground  premises or those  vJ.i thout  t:Jindows  and. for 
the  preven-'~ibn of  noise,  ~ill ·'be  revised  r.'..S. soon  US: p~ssi~le,  in order tha"i:; 
the  legislation in this field  ~ho'..lld  be unifortJ 1-Ji thin  t~1e  GQlmiluni tyo 
As: regarq.s The Netherlands,  the  Co:mmmi  t~r expresses  the.  h~pe that the 
pl~ed 1egi;Jlative'  me  .. ::J.sures. are  carried out  so  tha'i;  mti{i.aa>tion may  proceed 
t'li th:Jut  further  delay~ 
T;.le  Commission hopes to  see  the  four nc,med  States te.kinJ internal 
mec:.sures  which. will enable .the  Convention·· to be ·rat-ified  • 
. .. ':)  ~·  .·.~.:.  : '~. 
:. '·"" :  . ..  t ~ 
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This  Convention has  b~e~·\ ·r~"ii."hed. by five of the Member  S·i:;~tes  of the 
Connnuni ty and the  Commissio11;  qonsiders. duty bormd  to insist that the other 
four States take measures which will I1lc'1ke  ratificati,on of the  Convention · 
possible. 
As. regc:>.rds  Denron.rk,  it is very difficult for the. Commission,  for lack 
of sufficie:Jt1y precise' ~d  complete  inforrJation,  to assess the extent of 
the a.mendmEmts  to Danish legislation l~hich the  ratification of the  Convention 
would 0all for  •.  JITevertheless,  the  Commission hopes that  these  amendments  >·Jill 
shortly.be dealt with appropriately by the  Danish Government. 
As  ;regarCI,s  France,. it.  ~sholild be  recalled that Article 8 of the  Conv€m-~ion 
'' 
does not  require the adoption as a  whole of the list o.f  occupational disecses; 
. it requires that.. the national list should contain at  lee.st  those 'diseases listed 
in the table attached to the  Convention. 
· Moreover,  the  same  Article provides that the definition of  occupation~! 
diseases m2.y  be  2,ccompanied  by "prescribed conditions",  in otb;er words· 
according  t~ Article  1  (a) b;r conditions "determined by or in pursuance  of 
national legislation"  •. 
It should be noted that  Conventions  17 ·,  · 18 and 4i,  concerned with. 
accidents at work  and occupational disea.ses,  revised by  Convention l2l,.h::we 
been ratified by France. 
T·he  list of occupatj,orw.l  diseases  armexed to CO!wention  121  includes 
four which  do  not appear on the list of Convention 42.  These diseases (caused 
by carbon disulfide,  manganese,  chromium  and b&rylli'lllli)are all' recognized in 
France. 
France  1 s  ratification. ot;  this Convention  seems  according to the  Commission 
to  be  held up by minor considerations. 
As  regards the difficulties mentioned by Italy, it should be noted that 
the exclusion of the mc.jority of employees  from  the  field of' application of 
Italian legislation in respect  of accidents at work  and  occupa~tiional diseases, 
appears to be  a  bi~? gap  i,n  protection  •.. Of  course  paragraph  2  of Article  6 of 
...  / ... ~  ... 
·,:,-
..  ,.  .  .'""':~ 
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the  Convention,autho:r§~zas.~~ceptiohs''\?,R<~~~dltion that:no·t  more  than  107~ of 
'\-
totc.l  salc.ry  0>'1d  wat;e  e:1rner~ arc  e:x:~luded. The  statistics published by the 
Jnt~n1ati,onul  :'L:ib6iJ.r·-Off{ce  (J..aJbui~  s·~atistics  ye~rbo~:(;  -~he  co·st  ~f social 
security)  sho1:;i  hmoJever 1  tlw.t  th~ m:uaber  of ;-.rorlcers·C:o~red is  les~'than 90% 
of the .total number  of salary and  '~:~age  earners. 
•.'  .  .  .·  .  .  -
T·he  Br·itfsh ·aowrmnent• bas  indicated th.:i.t  bclc  ·  ~f rie:cibili  ty ·or 
difficul  'tie.s ·of ·;i_n'f:err)reicJ:G-±on ·of certain of the  ~Conve'iltiOn  1 s  provL;i·cms are 
·  ..  impedi~ents to  rdification ·of the instrument. It wouid' be  us~:£u1 ifthe 
· ~rHish Governr.:ent  c·oi.'.ld· sta;te· pt~Cisely to -vrhich' of tl1e  Convention's 
'  -'·J .:·-: ::·.;,· 
..  :provision,s< it r,efers  7•  \'ll1ich would  enable· the  Commission to 0e in a  pos~  tion, 
•  ,~·::··,:_;,I'  ·~) ' ' 
if, )1_eed ;be  to_ ma.ke  suggestions. 
-~' 
_{  -
··,·-
~:· ..  ;·<_ • 
.  -. 
.  ' 
. ··. 
;-·  . 
-'  ;  ~ ·. 
• .. 
-·!·=_. 
:,.· ..  ·  ; .  ·• .. '.  ~- ' ;· ·  .. 
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~:uxembourg is at prel3ent: the  only:.,C6mrim."'lii;y ·coWltry lrhioh has  :riot  yet 
ratified this Co.nvention. 
While  emphasizing thcit ··L'U:li:embourg'·s  labour poli~y has  the  same  aims 
as the  Convention,  the .Commission· no.tes th,at  in .so .far as the :difficu~ties 
mentioned by the  Luxembourg  Government are  concerned,  Article  2.  o·f  t~e 
.  .  .. - ~:  :  ..  . 
co:-yent:i..on;  lays· ~own  ._pertain. principles' pf general proG)edure  for 'the determination 
and tl?-e. ?-PPlic:at,ion of measures. to ~be  C).dopted  in order to attaih the· air.1s  · 
.  ·:·I  •  , 
stated i1;  A~ticle 1. The  Convention requires eaoh State.  to pursue these aims 
b;  ,:rj~~~-h~ds :·adapted to  natio~al  co~dit~ons ~nd custorus"  (Art ..  l  (3))~· but'·  . 
leaves each State to decide the technical standards to  be  adopted in order 
to attain the aims  of the  Convention. 
Since the  Luxembourg  Government  ste..tes  thr-.t  the  main aim of the 
Convention has already been attained,  it seems  that no  c:;,dditional  measures 
are  required provided that  those  tc.ken previously in order to mainta:Ln  full 
employment  are  regularly reviewed  (Art.  2  (a)). 
Accordingly the  Commi.ssion  expresoes the earnest hope  that  Lu."'!:embourg 
will ratify the  Convention. 
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. Six :ideinber  Co1.mtries  of t:1e  Conm:uni ty have  mtified. the European Social 
_Charter~  T1..rel ve  years a,:'te:::- its signatu:ce it  . is still being studied by the 
I. 
·a'he  ConBission  1 s  firm  hope  is that the procedure  started _by. the· J3el~nJ?. 
.  .  .  . 
Gove;rnr.:ent  1vill  continue  and be  s~1ortly compJ.eted e.nd  that the  Luxer,~bourg 
Gover::li!leut  will he  able  quickly to start the  bter phases of the  ·reqlil'red ······;  ... ~· ... 
procedures,  o.n  the basis of the  report  tho.t  e.n  i:ntermi;.1isterial  Committ~ 
; l::.:H:l  .bee:n>-instruct~d ·co  subr:1it .to :,'i.t  .•. It regret;)  the  slow progress mcde  01/; 
· the  question in tho Netherlands;, 
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.~"":-' !  Seven Tiem".Jer  Countries of the  Cormmud ty 11ave  re.tified the  Europe~ Code'; 
'  ·,  ·'  'J 
S,oCiC~.l  Security (only four States h:-we  al~b :ratified the· P:'Otocoi). 
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;::;!  ~ ,,,.,,-,,,,_  .. T+te  C'ommission  hope·s  tn.at  the  results ~f 'the studies which the  bompetent 
··~·;  \departments  iJ.?.  :B'I'::I..r..ce  are undertaking _wi:\.1  'Je  successful ·and  consequently lead 
··.  - .  .  . 
· :.  de'Cisively to rctification of .this instruru.ent.  It expresses the wi;h, .a,s  an,  '· 
l~·~  -':iilpe~Hi~.r body';  tl~t it ,jni· be  p~~si~le ·fa; Ital~ t~ compl~t~  ~·11~· ne~es~a~  .. -.. 
t·-.. 
'. 
.  ) 
Hi  t~10ut.  entering into the  deep :considerations which have  preventE;ld  sp~edy, ..... 
... _,:  .. ·; 
rc{tilicdion of these  tv;o  instru·Jen-i;s,  it is cle2,r that  two  points  s"iian,d  out: 
(a) in certain  c~ses~  the non-conformity of national legisle,tion with the 
standards set by the  Chc.rter J::....:l.ve· .. f.roquently_ q~en. invoked  .. in the  p.."tst; 
.  ~- . .  .  -.  - '  .  -·'  .  . 
(b)  the· slowness  of the  procedures  delc..ys  giving effect to the  moral 
oblige.tion accepted '!-Then  sign.in.g the  instru;nent • 
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